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50 CINTS •

U.S. troops make headway in Iraq

MOSUL, Iraq (AP) — The 101st Airborne
Division fought its way to northern Iraq during
the invasion and seized Mosul encountering little
more resistance than scattered small arms fire.
Since then, the troops' exploits in Iraq's"third
largest city — once home to the northern headquarters of Saddain's Hussein's army — have
been a relative success story in the often chaotic
and stuttering U.S. occupation of the country.
The soldiers here know it. The Iraqis do too.
by and large.
The troops can claim tle coalition's biggest prizes so far in the hunt for members of Saddam's
regime — the July 22 capture of the dictator's
sons Odai and Qusai during a six-hour firelight at
a palatial villa in this city.
And aside from the gunfight, they have made
headway helping Iraqis move forward — Mosul
boasts a city council that was billed as Iraq's first
postwar elected body.
"I think most of us recognize that we are
lucky," said Staff Sgt. Kelly Tyler, a division

spokesman.
Soldiers say residents sometimes flip "them
the bird" and gunshots often ring ouLbut mostly
they're celebratory shots, not aimed at U.S.
troops. In other parts of the country, particularly
the so-called Sunni Triangle south of Mosul,
Americans are being attacked on an almost daily
basis.
The semblance of stability has not gone unnoticed by some Iraqis in Mosul, a prewar stronghold for Saddam supporters.
- "We are much better off than the people in
Baghdad. Other than the problem of electricity,
everything is fine here. We go out at 2 a.m. and
are not afraid," said 60-year-old Nohad al-Issa.
Maj. Gen. David H. Petraeus, the commander
of the 101st Airborne Division trised at Fort
Campbell, Ky., said Mosul is gifted with an "educated entrepreneurial citizenry that has known a
good economy."
also blessed with ample water, has oil and
"fantastic farmland," he said.

The city, which lies 240 miles. north lit
Baghdad on the banks of the Tigris River, is part
of the country's breadbasket and the areas to the
south are dominated by rolling fielas of wheat
and barley. About two-thirds of its people are
Arab, with Kurds as the largest minority. There is
also a significant Assyrian Christian minority.
Petraeus hails the May election of the city
council as his biggest achievement and claims to
have "enabled" Iraqis, through reconstruction
projects, "advice and encouragement."
"And we've certainly done (that) with our
efforts to achieve and maintain a secure environment," the 50-year-old from Cornwall-onHudson, N.Y. told The Associated Press.
Using funds seized from Saddam's regime.
U.S. troops have spent more than $15 million in
Nineveh province, rebuilding, renovating or
refurbishing hundreds of clinics, hospitals.

illiSee Page 2
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MEETING THE PRESS ... U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell
answers questions from the press at the State Department
Wednesday in Washington. The United States is circulating a
proposed resolution to assign a larger role to the United
Nations in peacemaking in Iraq, Powell said Wednesday.

Water main break sends students home early Alexander

•

By JOHN WRIGHT .
—"Those are-some things that-hapStaff Writer
pen sometimes," said Murray
Just a day after returning- to -classSuperintendent Dale Reid, noting
es from the annual long Labor bay
that an independent contractor is
weekend, Murray High School stubelieved to have been attempting the
dents got an unexpected surprise
operation with the fiber optics.
Wednesday.
"When you start digging like that.
By the middle of their second day
areas are usually marked to show
back in session; they were heading
where you don't want to go, but
home when the campus' water system
sometimes those marks can be just a
Was forced into shut-offmode after
little bit off. That seems to be what
an operation to bore a fiber7optic line,
happened here, and it jusCio hapinto the school's audio-visual center
pened to get the main line into the
went awry, resulting in a water line
school."
being punctured at around 11 a.m.
Once the break was repaired, all
By 1 p.m., the students were being
water faucets and toilets began a
sent home, while a crew from Murray
flushing-out process, which essenPublic Works attempted to repair the
tially means turning on the water for
break, which was completed by
long periods at a time, while the toiaround 3:30.
lets are flushed constantly in an
Water to the campus, though, was
attempt to rid the system of impuristill deemed not safe for use as at that
ties. A public works spokesman said
time.
this process was expected to continue
"The other problem was that our
throughout Wednesday night.
air conditioning system works off a
He also said that the unsafe readchiller (attached to the water system).
ings the water was yielding in the
So, we had to shut the air down,too,"
afternoon would more than likely
said MHS principal Teresa Speed, in
change by Thursday morning.
a rather toasty common's area outside
Obviously, that would mean an
the school's main office. "We called
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo abrupt end to the students' prolonged
the city promptly, and they came out DIGGIN' IN ... Workers attempt to pump standing water out of the area created during the opera- vacation. School was back in session
promptly and shut the water off, tion to repair a damaged water main at Murray High School Wednesday. The break occurred this morning, though.
when the boring operation to install a fiber-optics line into the school's audio-visual center
which we appreciated.
"Yes, I did have several students
"But there's only so long you can wound up penetrating the main. Classes were halted at around 1 p.m.. but everything seemed come up to me as we were letting out.
tell around 460 high school'students back to normal Thursday as classes resumed on schedule.
saying, `Maybe there's a chance it
that they can't go to the bathroom, so
will stay off tomorrow, too!— said
took their normal means of getting home
Also, despite the lack of water, lunch was still
we decided to let them go home."
Speed,
always
ready to shoot down such an
walking. Two Murray Independent Schools served to the students before the order to go
Many students live near the campus and buses handled
idea."
I
them
told
to keep dreaming."
the other part of the process. home was given.

Chandler, Fletcher try to impress Toyota workers
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
ERLANGER,
Ky. (AP) —
With hundreds of
Toyota employees as an audience Wednesday,
Ben
Chandler
and
Ernie
Fletcher argued
about
which
Chandler r-iiiiiiid-hirdce the
better governor
on various fronts — economic
development, state budgeting.
health care and working with the
General Assembly, among others.
The two candidates also swapped
accusations, each complaining during and after a moderated debate at
Toyota's North American headquarters that the other had distorted his
record.
Fletcher, the Republican and 6th

105,
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finA The Race To
1•9 FRANKFORT
District congressman, took exception to Chandler's suggestion that he
was beholden to pharmaceutical
companies. Chandler, the Democrat
and state attorney general, objected
to an insinuation that he was in the
pocket of trial lawyers.
Chandler also kept up his criticism of the national economy but
did not mention President Bush — a
departure from stump speeches in
which he blames Fletcher and Bush
jointly for Kentucky's loss of
67,000 jobs since January 2001,
when the Bush administration
began.
Fletcher said Chandler has been
unwise to criticize a popular president. Chandler said Fletcher's voting record on economic issues was
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what mattered and that failing to
mention Bush was insignificant.
There were no startling developments. Rather, both candidates
seemed intent on impressing an
engaged, white-collar audience on
issues 'of interest to one of
Kentucky's largest and most influential employers.
Company officials prepared the
questions. Among them: How
would the prospective governors
handle the state budget and head off
a $274 million shortfall? How
would they set road-building priorities and clean out a scandal-ridden
Transportation Cabinet? What
would be done to help employers
cope with rising costs of health care
for employees? Which was better

able to deal with a General
Assembly in which the House is
controlled by Democrats and the
Senate by Republicans?
Fletcher and Chandler were not
always at odds. Both pledged support for some of the region's prized
projects and institutions, among
them
Northern
Kentucky
University, the international airport.
improvements to the Brent Spence
Bridge to Cincinnati and various
road prpjects. Chandler also
endorsed the idea of an arena for
northern Kentucky but without a
firm promise.
Fletcher said he was politically
better equipped because many officials of the region's three big counties — Boone, Kenton and
Campbell — are his llies and Ohio
Gov. Bob Taft is a fellow
Republican.

•See Page 2

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
An autopsy is scheduled in
Madisonville today for a man who
was found dead inside his camping
trailer in Calloway County
Wednesday morning.
Al 9:04 a.m. Wednesday.
Kentucky State Police received a
911 call from Thomas Fish Farm
in New Concord in reference to the
body of a man found in a trailer.
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KSP detectives found Michael
Rich, 48, Big Sandy. Tenn., lying
face down in the floor of his camping trailer.
According to a KSP press
release it is believed Rich died
inside the trailer.
The release stated there wa,. no
indication of foul play. In addition
to today's autopsy, an investigation is continuing by KSP
Detective Jamie Mills.
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Dr. F. King
Alexander,
Murray State
University president, will be
the
featured
guest on the
next "Comment
on Kentucky,"
with host Al
Smith.
The
show will air
Friday at 7 p.m. Alexander
on KET1 and
again at 9:30 p.m. on KET2. A
repeat airing will be shown Sunday
at 11:30 a.m. on ICET1.
"Comment on Kentucky" is
ICET's longest-running public
affairs program. Since 1974, Smith
has been gathering his guests —
reporters, newspaper editors and the
occasional education professional
— for a roundtable discussion of the
week's news and newsmakers. His
guests are chosen to provide deeper
insight into the inner workings of
Kentucky political, educational,
agricultural and business affairs.
Alexander was named as the
10th president of MSU in 2001. He

Body found in
trailer in New
Concord

www.murrayledger.com
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Tonight calls for
clear skies.
Friday will be
sunny, with highs
in the lower 80s.
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Hospital officially names search firm
By BRAND) WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Alter review of references. lhe
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
CEO scare* committee officially
Aro-pied AnflersoiLlt Associates as
the hospital's search firm.
Members of the committee contacted a list of references and found
hospitals who previously worked
with Paul Behold were satisfied

with their lures.
Callow.4
County ..__Judge- Executive Larry Elkins • said he
spoke to two CEOs of hospitals that
used Betzold, and they were both in
_
favor ofhis work.
"Both Said if they were to have
another selection, they would
choose Anderson & Associates,"
said. Elkins.
Board chair Don Chamberlain

said he spoke to board members at
hospital whoiworked with the searsh
firm, and they also had positive
things to say.
"One board member said one of
Paul's strong suits is his timeline,"
said Chamberlain. -He gets the job
done."
The committee agreed to have
hospital attorney Chip Adams
review the contract, but otherwise

the search firm was accepted.
The committee also. diAcussed
different groups outside the hospital
that Betzold could speak with to create an idea of what the new CEO
Should be like.
Co-chairs Joe Wright and Don
Henry agreed to set up individual
meetings with each member of the
hospital board, and group meetings
with the hospital executive team, the

hospital department ot directors, the
hospital employee locus voile, the
physicians/medical staff, local economic development leaders and the
hospital planning committee. The
meetings will start Wed., Sept. 10..
There will also be an open pubhc
forum held where the community is
invited for their input Thurs., Sept.
11, from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. at the
Center for Health and Wellness.

•Alexander ...
. Afield of higher education economics
and finance include edited books,
holds the Ph.D. in higher education book chapters, refereed articles,
administration and finance from the applied research studies, monoUniversity of Wisconsin-Madison graphs, book reviews and reports.
and the M.S. from England's
As an expert- in domestic and
Oxford University in comparative international higher education
education policy. He studied politi- finance. Alexander has recently
cal science in his undergraduate addressed audiences at Cornell
work at St. Lawrence University in University and the University of
New York.
Wisconsin-Madison.
His academic publications in the
Last fall. Alexander was invited

From Front

-

to work with policy makers in the
development and assessment of
higher education reforms in
Canberra, Australia. This past sum
mer, he returned to Oxford
University to address world higher
education leaders on international
trends in higher education finance.
He is a member of the advisory
committee of the American Council
on Education Center for Policy
Analysis in Washington, D.C.

Energy Department looks into
gas price spikes, possible gouging
WASHINGTON . (AP)
—
Soaringiaso-tine priCes have caught
the attention of the Energy
Department, which has opened an
informal investigation into why
prices skyrocketed after the power
blackout last month.
Secretary
Energy
Spencer
Abraham _
said Wednesday that while
gasoline prices normally increase in
the weeks leading up to Labor Day.
this year's price jump "struck me as
being unusually larg_e."
Pressed by lawmakers about the
high prices, some said it smacked of
price gouging. Abraham said his
department this week had begun an
inquiry into whether factors other

eli HEINKIE/AP Photo

MAKING A POINT? ... Republican gubernatorial candidate
Ernie Fletcher makes a point during a debate with his
Democratic rival Ben Chandler at the headquarters of Toyota
Motor Manufacturing North America Wednesday in Erlanger,
Ky.

than normal market conditions there were any improper activities
-played- a-part-in-the price-spikes.
involved or to what extent the black
It irregularities are found, the out influenced prices.
information could be turned over to
"We will hopefully get some
the Justice, Department or the additional insight ... on whether this
Federal Trade Commission to pur- was-really a market reaction only or
sue further, officials said.
if other factors were involved," he
blame me for corruption is like
Gasoline prices, on a national told lawmakers during a House
From Front
blaming .the police officer who's
average, reached a record $1.75 a Energy and Commerce Committee
On.the.budget,_Fletcher said
_making thç&ssJisai4
,"
jalroh Tagfoieek,j-tiingitig more than — hearing into lasr -muntles -powerply
that he planned to cut waste.
On health care costs for employ12 cents a gallon from the week blackout that hit from Michigan to
before. In some areas the run-up New York state as well as parts of __I'm confident, since other states do ers, Fletcher said he would try to
it, that we can go there and just woo more insurers to Kentucky,
was even higher, with drivers Canada.
reduce
the cost of running govern- promote health-plans for large memreporting price increases of a dime a
At least seven U.S. and Canadian
ment," he said.
ber associations and seek "tort
gallon overnight.
• refineries were briefly shut down
Chandler, who has made the reform" — limits on malpractice
Abraham said the investigation because of the Aug. 14 power outnational economy a major theme of damages for pain and suffering.
wasjust beginning and that.he could age. At the time, industry officials
his campaign, said Fletcher was
He said Chandler was -"tied too
not make any judgment on whether said the shutdowns should cause
misleading the public "to suggest close to the personal injury lawyers"
only modest price increases, since
this is purely a Kentucky problem." to do anything about malpractice
production resumed fairly quickly
'
"I do think there has been a lot of costs.
...:and some of the largest refineries
viTa-SlebdfThere haS--been a.-16t of
tha-ndler -disputed the char.
were not affected by the blackout.
waste cut already," Chandler said. "Show me one thing I've done on
But between Aug. 18-25, the
He repeated his proposal for "some behalf of the personal injury
average retail price for regular
limited, expanded gambling" to lawyers," he said afterward. "I've
unleaded gasoline shot up 12 cents a
compete with casino boats on the never had a plaintiff's case" while
gallon, the biggest one-week
Ohio River, off the shores of in private law practice. Chandler
increase ever, according to the
Indiana,
Illinois and Missouri. added.
DOE's
Energy
Information
Fletcher said he would "let the peoChandler riled Fletcher by saying
Administration.
ple decide- whether to legalize the congressman was beholden to
Deputy Energy Secretary Kyle
more types of gambling.
pharmaceutical pompanies_ hence
McSlarrow said a-ifariely Of factors
As for the Transportation his opposition in the U.S. Hous,..-to
have put upward pressure on gasoCabinet, which has been rocked by a bill to let U.S. consumers buy
line prices.
bribery and pornography scandals cheaper prescription drugs from
They include the normal high
and is now under investigation by Canada.
summer demand leading up to
Chandler's office and the U.S. attorHe claimed pharmaceutical interLabor Day, higher crude oil prices,
ney, Chandler said he would ests contributed $500,000 to
generally low gasoline stock and
demand resignations of all top cabi- Fletcher's congressional campaign.
disruptions such as a broken gasonet
officials and bring in "somebody Fletcher said it was untrue. He said
line pipeline in Arizona, refinery
who's completely independent" to Chandler was referring to "indeproblems in California and the
run it.
pendent expenditures" by pharmablackout-related refinery shutFletcher said the cabinet's worst ceutical companies' political action
downs.
problems "had to be pointed out" to committees — "things I can't coor"We have very low gas inventoChandler, "the chief law enforce- dinate or even control."
ries. We have no margin for error,"
ment officer," by the state auditor
Fletcher, who is a physician, said
said McSlarrow.
and a Republican U.S. attorney in he opposed the legislation on
It could take a couple of weeks
Lexington.
Canadian drugs because the Food
for the post-Labor Day drop-off in
Chandler said he has spent-near----and Drug Administration would be
gasoline futures prices to filter down
ly 12 years as state auditor and unable to enforce safety standards.
to retail markets, but analysts said
attorney general trying to root out He accused Chandler of "a major
the worst most likely was over for
corruption in state government."To distortion" of the issue.
motorists.

•Chandler ...

-.

FACTORY OVER-RUNS, SECONDS, ONE-OF-A-KIND SAMPLES

Fri., Sept. 5 • 1-5 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 6 • 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
MVP GROUP BUILDING

112 Industrial Drive • Mayfield, KY 42066
(NEXT TO JOHN DEERE) • CASH & LOCAL CHECKS ONLY
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SPECIALS

1996 Jeep C ero ee C assic 4x4

1995 Buic SKy ar

$6,900
1997 Olds Bravado AWD
$7,900

$3,900
1994 Honda Accord EX
$5,900

1996 Pontiac Sunfire

1997 Buick Riviera

$3,900

$8,900

1996 Mercury Sable Wagon

1998 Dodge Intrepid ES

$4,500
2000 Chevrolet Blazer IS

ntm

fc.

A child needs you
WESTERN KY UNITED METHODIST FAAJILY SERVICES
A r7,^
h chldrrn In the &raw Dtsinct

You CAN make a difference in the life
of a child. Foster Parent training
sessions begin in September. For more
information on becoming a
Foster parent, please call
Western KY United Methodist Family Servico
877-998-KIDS(5437)

Baptist Churek

$7,900

Correction
In Wednesday's story concerning the closure of two local businesses, Owen's Food Market was
incorrectly referred to as Owen's
Food Mart, and the name of the
business was not possessive in the
story's headline or jump head.
Also, Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
was incorrectly spelled "Dwayne"
in the accident story on Page 2.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting, however mistakes occassionally occur. It is the Ledger's
policy to correct errors. To report a
news mistake or error, please call
753-1916.

Carolina Boys Quartet

BOB

In Concert

CORNELISON

1999 Buick Century

$11,900

$7,900

1997 Pontiac Bonneville

2001 Saturn Sll

$6,900
1999 Chevrolet Cavalier
$5,900
BRANDON

Can I use your Home till mine's all better?
Piease be a Foster Parent

$9,900
1999 Mazda 626
$7,900
Uz]i± WORLD

1300 121 N. BY-PASS - MURRAY, KY
1270) 753-5315 —(800)455-5315 [

(Z)

Home.
Auto.
Form.
IRA's
Nursing Home.

INSURANCE

Thursday, Sept. 4 at 7 p.m.

HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703
www.kfbmurray.com

A love offering will be taken.
Tim Cole - Pastor

Kevin Crawford - Music Director

301 Gilbert Street •(270) 492-8664

STUART
ALEXANDER
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THE EGGS-TERMINATOR ... Arnold Schwarzenegger's takes off his jacket after he was struck by
an egg after it was thrown at him as he arrived at a campaign rally at the campus of California
State University, Long Beach, Wednesday. Schwarzenegger came to talk about the importance of
young people in the political process as he takes his campaign for governor of California.

Schwarzenegger skips
debate, gets hit by egg
LONG BEACH, Calif. (AP) —
Arnold Schwarzenegger skipped the
-initial debate or Califeirbies-reca11election Wednesday and delivered
what was billed as his first major
campaign speech,- getting pelted
with an egg as he Waded through a
crowd at a college campus.
Unfazed when the egg hit his left
shoulder, the action hero peeled off
his coat and went ahead with a 15minute speech in which he asserted
that he is running for governor to
-give something -back—to —a state
responsible for his success.
"You have such a fantastic life,
Arnold, you make millions of dollars to do movies and all those kinds
of things, why do you want to do
I this?" Schwarzenegger asked
rhetorically.
"And you know something,
- because everything that I've gotten
— my career, my money; my family
— everything that I've gotten and

achieved is because of California,"
he said to cheers at California State
UnKrelsity;rong Beach.
Schwarzenegger said he wasn't
bothered_ by the egging. "This guy
owes me bacon_now,"_hejoked later.
"I mean there's no two ways about it
because, I mean, you can't just have
eggs without bacon. But this is all
part of, you know, the free speech:.
Several opponents from La Raza
heckled
Association
Student
Schwarzenegger at the speech for
his past-supporrof Proposition +B-7-,
which sought to deny services to
illegal immigrants. They held a sign
saying "Hasta la vista Latinos," but
supporters drowned out the hecklers
with chants of "Arnold, Arnold,
Arnold."
Schwarzenegger's address carne
hours before the debate that featured
five other candidates in the race to
recall Democratic Gov. Gray Davis,
who was given 30 minutes at the

make his case.
outset to
Schwarzenegger, a Republican, did
not attend and has agreed to participate in only one debate, on Sept. 24.
say
observers
Political
SChWauenegger's absittlet-

first debate could hurt him.
"He's going to get beaten up for
a while" for skipping the debate,
Allan
strategist
said
GOP
Hoffenblum. "It's not that he's not
going to debate, but he's going to do
it at his own time."
—Seliwarzeriegger broke- no—new
ground in his speech. He criticized
politicians for overspending, vowed
to reform workers' compensation,
promised to prioritize children's
issues and said he would work well
with Democrats because he's married to one — Kennedy relative
Maria Shriver. The themes were
familiar from his comments at past
'campaign even and on radii) talk
shows.
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AgreeOrNot

Nice to
be wrong
By TODD DUVALL --- my and -generated more than $17
FRANKFORT — I have to admit million in taxes. I tend to look at
— reluctantly — that 25 years ago estimates like these with a high
when state'government embarked on 'degree of skepticism, but even if you
creating a state park wholly devoted cut those figures by 50 percent, that
to horses. I was among doubters impact still is substantial and well
who considered the idea a boondog- worth the cost of operating and
gle of possibly monumental propor- maintaining the .200-acre facility.
tions.
Indeed, anyone trying to buy an
The land in Fayette County -cost- ---operating 1,200-acre- horse-farm
$2.7 million in early_ I 970s dollars. near two interstate highways in
A lot of money. And the park devel- Fayette Co-uri-ty today for $2.7 mitopment was earmarked at another lion would be laughed out of the
$35 million — a whole lot of 1 970s commonwealth.
dollars.
In . all _
likelihood, in 2003 the
And what were the taxpayers get- owners of that much land in that
ting for their nearly $40 million location would be dealing with
investment? Unlike most other state architects, planners and developers
parks,--the Kentucky- I-Ione Park to turn it into another mall/residenwould not have a lodge for tial development- with. multiplexes
overnight guests with a restaurant on every corner. Certainly, the cost
serving country ham and hot of creating a Kentucky Horse Park
browns. No swimming pool. No golf of the caliber we now have would be
course. No lake with boat ramps and well beyond the $35 million cost in
marinas for house boats.
1978.
Mainly the planned park would
So the Horse Park has been any
be just rolling green fields with
but a boondoggle or a white
wooden fences, barns and horses elephant.
__
scaHpeI nig -around. -You-eould-see-- -The-Rolex:-Kentucky Tluee.=_Day
the same thing free of charge from Event every spring is a world-class
your car on just about any public equestrian event that brings particihighway in Fayette, Woodford and pants and audience from around the
Bourbon counties.
globe. Tens of thousands visit the
In its first few years after opening park to view its lighted holiday decofficially in 1978, my predictions orations every Christmas. The
pretty much were on track. By 1980, National Horse Center is located
then-Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. groused there. In the last few years, the
that the Horse Park was a "white ele- Horse Park even has functioned like
phant" that required $1.6 million in an art museum, first with the
state money to balance its books. "Imperial China" exhibit at the
Brown even moved the annual International Museum of the Horse,
Derby Breakfast from Frankfort to and this year the "All The Queen's
the Horse Park for a couple of years Horses" exhibition opened by
to generate interest in the park.
Britain's Princess Anne and viewed
Well, the Horse Park still gets a by 175,000 people in only four
state appropriation of $1.6 million a months.
year, and those are 2003 dollars, not
All of this; of course, is a monu1980 dollars. Still the park itself mental success, and it represents a
generates 75 percent of its operating vindication of the two governors
revenues, a good enough figure by who put it all together 25 years ago
state park standards just about anyWendell Ford and then
where.
Julian Carroll.
And what seemed so destined to
The Horse Park's success also is
be a boondoggle in fact has turned an example of how Kentucky should
into the crown -jewel of Kentucky promote and develop its tourism
state parks, a- destination for hun- industry by concentrating on our
dreds of thousands of visitors each strengths as a state and giving the
year and far, far more than what you public — visitors and home folks
can see from an automobile on Paris alike — a quality destination that
Pike.
more than justifies the time spent
The state Department of Travel there and the expense of getting
estimates that last year the Horse there.
It's nice to be wrong once in a
Park had an economic impact of
$158.2 million on the state's econo- while.
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The good old days
- Those were,
the good old
days.
The good old
days to some7
Were not the
good old days to
others. It's all
relative, depending usually on
Out & About how old you are
Kentucky and who's telling
the story.
Style
Lebanon,
By Gary P. Kentucky in the
West
late 1950s, '60s
and even well
into the •70s was a Mecca for rock
and roll talent to perform before they
reached the so-called big time.
For many fans who had a car or
knew someone who did, they made
it to Lebanon almost every weekend.
This Marion County town was the
hot bed for entertainment in all of
Kentucky. No other Kentucky city
had such star-studded entertainers
on a regular basis.
Those were the good old days.
There were nightclubs, lots of
them. Entertainers and patrons alike
flocked to them.
The Plantation Club and Jane
Todd Inn were the real forerunners.
Then came the Club Cherry, Golden
Horseshoe and Club 68.
Back then few people realized
that these performers would some
day be major stars. Understand that
some were already well known with
recognizable hit records already out
there. but many were just coming on

the scene and Lebanon was one of
the stops.
Why Lebanon?
For the most part one man was
reSponsible: Obie Slater.
Obie managed the Club Cherry
on Water Street. It was a club owned
by Hyleme George, who later
opened Club 68.
Obie had the connection, and a
seat in his club on almost any Friday
or Saturday night was a prized possession. It was a tough ticket, even
when you consider that his shows didn't-begin until 1 a.m., after the
other clubs had closed down.
In Lebanon back then you could
just about party from sundown till
sunup. That's the way it was back in
the good old days.
Nash Hayes, a local historian and
former city councilman who grew
up in 'Lebanon, remembers those
good old days well. He was a part of
it.
"There would be anywhere from
4,000 to 6,000 kids in town every
weekend," Hayes recalls." Traffic
was bumper-to-bumper and with
only a six man police force it was
sometime difficult to manage."
The talent played in Lebanon,
and the young people flocked there
to be a part of it.
The list included Ike and Tina
Turner, Nat King Cole, Lloyd Price,
Jerry Lee Lewis, Rufus Thomas,
Credence Clearwater Revival,
Steppenwolf, the Platters, Amazing
Rhythm Aces, Otis Redding, Jimi
Hendrix, Little Richard, Clyde
McPhatter, Bo Diddley. Jackie

Wilson, the Supremes, Ray Charles,
James Brown, Chuck Berry, Fats
Domino, Sam and Dave, Wilson
Pickett, B.B. King, Percy Sledge,
Hank Ballard, Junior Parker, Joe
Tex, Laverne Baker, the Coasters,
Shirelles, Bobby Blue Blond, Dinah
Washington and Count Basie.
If you check the membership of
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in
Cleveland, you'll find most of these
names on that list.
Competition for talent among the
clubs was fierce. You could find
three or four -clubs in -Lebanon on
any given weekend offering up
world class performance.
To say back in the good old days
that Lebanon had a reputation as
"wide open" would not be an understatement. Not too many people
were sitting around checking IDs.
You could have a good time in
Lebanon.
The singing groups that also
found their way to Lebanon also
included the instate bands from
Louisville and Lexington.
"Those bands out in the state
knew that if they wanted to get
known they had to play the clubs in
Lebanon," Hayes said. "The Golden
Horseshoe put the Sultans on the
map."
Some of those "local" groups
included, in addition to the Sultans,
the Monarchs, the CarnationTrendells, Cosmo and the Counts
and the Magnificent 7.
Hayes, who runs a security service in several counties, thinks there
were several reasons for the demise

of the club scene in Lebanon.
"When the law allowed restaurants to sell liquor by the drink here
it made a big impact," he says.
"Also there was more awareness
about drinking and driving. Several
young people around here years ago
were killed, and the people here felt
like there needed to be Some
changes."
In the late 1970s, the bands didn't
come to Lebanon as frequently as
before. Music began to change, and
for-some the good old days were
behind them.
Hayes thinks" Lebanon's reputation began to change for the better.
Lebanon had been a town that industry was reluctant to locate in because
of a negative reputation. That has
changed.
Today, Lebanon-is a city on the
move. They have an economic
development director in place; have
formed a new tourism commission;
and many of their downtown buildings could be on the front of a postcard.
Even though Nash Hayes has
some great memories of being an
active participant in those good old
days in which people lived for the
weekends in Lebanon, he knows that
things are much better today in
Lebanon.
"Back then people worked hard
to make enough money to get a date
and go to one of the clubs," he
remembers. "Today there's a different focus for our
1, and young
people in particular, and for the most
part it's much better."

Another Opinion
The following are editorials published in The Courier-Journal, the Lexington Herald-Leader and The Independent in Ashland and provided by the
Associated Press. This editorial is not to be mistaken as representing a position taken by The Associated Press or the Murray Ledger & Times:
The
Courier-Journal,
Louisville
Normally. an increase from 20.0
to 20.2 in Kentucky's average score
on the ACT college admissions
exam wouldn't he a big-deal.
But these days, thanks to the partisanship that has overtaken education policy, it is.
That score was the only test score
that hadn't risen under Kentucky's
ambitious program of school
reforms, and so — despite the good
reasons for that stability and despite
all the other evidence of higher
achievement
conservative
—
Republican critics of those reforms
had seized on the ACT scores to discredit them..
But now, the state's ACT score is
up. too.What's more, it has gone up
while the national average hasn't.
And, most important of all, it has
gone up even though more high
school seniors — meaning more of
the academically weaker ones — are
taking _the tests.
Indeed,- about 73 -percent of- the
state's 'seniors are now taking the
ACT, compared to 62 percent in
1990. Even more dramatic growth
has occurred in the number taking
the demanding pre-college curriculum the ACT recommends — from

7.000 in 1990 to more than 17,000
this year.
All of these numbers testify to
the revolution in expectations standards and achievement that has
taken place in the last decade. It's
time for prominent- Republicans
such as Senate Majority Leader Dan
Kelly and gubernatorial candidate
Ernie Fletcher to stop denying that
progress and start celebrating it so
that the state's full attention can be
accurately and productively focused
on 'completing the work that
remains.
Achievement still isn't high
enough. Success still isn't broad
enough. Aspirations still aren't bold
enough. But the task is to build on
the foundation that's been laid, not
tear it down.
Lexington Herald-Leader
Grossly extravagant spending by
John Shumaker while he was president of the,University of Tennessee
has his former employer, the
University of Louisville. scrambling
to uncover any improper expenses
while Shumaker was there.
But there's more second guessing
going on than that, and for good reason.
The chairwoman of the UofL

trustees, Jessica Loving, said recentThe commander of the 101st
ly that the university . foundation Airborne Division on duty in Iraq
should change its ways and drop its has proposed an idea so obvious it is
curtain of secrecy.
a wonder it hasn't been floated
Although the foundation and before — home leave.
UofL are officially separate, Loving
The 101st has been in Iraq for
is sharply aware that they are one over five months and is not due to
and the same in the public's mind return home until next spring. The
and should adhere to the open Army, acknowledging that the misrecords and open meetings laws just sion will be a long one, has
as the university does.
announced that troops will be servIf the public is going to have con- ing yearlong tours in Iraq.
fidence in Uofl. to spend wisely,
Maj. Gen. David Petraeus wrote
then the foundation must be open to to the families of the 101st that he
scrutiny, too, since it takes in dona- was hoping to institute two-week
tions to UofL and spends them in home leaves. AlthOugh there are
close coordination with the universi- problems of logistics and expense,
ty.
they do not seem insurmountable.
Unfortunately, the foundation is Reopening Baghdad airport to civilfighting a lawsuit filed in 2001 by ian air traffic would remove a major
the Courier-Journal that would open hurdle.
the records. The trustees and UofL
While .conscientiously carrying
are not parties to the suit.
out difficult and dangerous duties in
_ A foundation can become the_ conditions of extreme discomfort,
place to brush improper expenses the troops have understandably
under the rug, hiding them from the complained about the separation
public and even the trustees.
from their families for what seems
Such secrecy takes its_toll on the . to_be an indefinite deployment. _
public trust, just as much as
A predictable leave policy might
Shumaker's wild spending on per- convince troops with Iraqi experisonal plane trips and piasita-screen ence to volunteer for further assignTVs while at Tennessee.
ments. Such veteran peacekeepers
could save lives and speed the day
•
The Independent, Ashland
we leave for good.
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Paraplegic climber reaches peak of Mount Fuji

Deaths
Imes-Miller
Funeral Home
& crematon

CHIJRCHILL'IMES)_
74.4
FUNERAL HOME
753-8888

753-7000

Ms. Mary Holsapple
• Ms. Mary Holsapplc. 91. Murray. died Wednesday. Sept. 3. 2003, at 6:40
p.m. at Britthaven Nursing Home, Benton.
She was a member of Eastwood Baptist Church. Murray. She was born
Aug.9, 1912, in Callmvay County.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Dorothy Stone. and two sons. Fred
McKinney and Will McKinney. all of Murray; two sisters. Mrs. Laurene
Hanna, Murray. and Mrs. Ruby Snow, Michigan; two brothers, Burton
Holsapple, Hazel, and Mason Holsapple, Murray.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
"

Mrs. Jean Galloway Story
Graveside services for Mrs. Jean Galloway Story will be Friday at II
a.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. Dr. Jim Simmons will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Mason Billington, Guy Cunningham.Tal Fannin. J.T.
Lee, Donald Crawford and Bill Halford. Entombment will follow in the
mausoleum at the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 7 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Memorial Baptist Church,906
Main St., Murray, KY 42071, or Alzheimers Association. 3703 Taylorsville
Rd., Suite 102, Louisville, KY 40220-1330.
Mrs. Story, 78, Story Avenue, Murray. died Wednesday. Sept. 3,2003. at
5:15 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
She was a member of Memorial Baptist Church,of Murray and of the
Sanctuary Sunday School Class at the church.
Born Nov. 18, 1924, in Calloway County, she wa the daughter of the
late Abner Galloway and Zelda Rachel Harding Galloway. Also preceding
her indeath were three sisters, Euna Yorklvalltandon and Martha Francis
White, and three brothers, Harding Galloway, Bryan Galloway and Paul
Galloway.
Survivors include her husband, Randolph L. Story, to whom she was
married April 16, 1944; three daughters, Mrs. Nancy L. White, Virginia
Beach, Va., Mrs. Linda Hastings, Grand Rivers, and Mrs. Sue Ann
Hancock, White Plains; two brothers, John Darius Galloway, Murray, and
Bill Max Galloway, Little Rock, Ark,: five grandchildren, Shalin Renee
Domlie, James Randolph Lassiter, Tyrone Earl Ranc
ock fr., Amanda Sue
Higgins and TaraElizabeth Hancock; three great-grandchildren.

-M-Lottio-Olone-Windsor
-lUallThe funeral for Mrs. Lottie Olene Windsor Hall will be Saturday at I
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Dr. William
Dodson will officiate,
Pallbearers will be nephews, James Windsor, Buddy Windsrk, Dale
Windsor, Vester Windsor, Johnny West and Bobby West. Burial will follow
in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Mrs. Hall, 82, Circarama Drive, Murray,died Wednesday, Sept. 3, 2003,
at 12:16 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired sewing machine operator with Ford Motor Company, she was
a member of AFL-CIO #400, Detroit, Mich., and Bell City Baptist Church,
Bell City, Ky.
She was married March 12, 1938, to Rudy Hall, who died March II,
1989. Also preceding her in death were two sisters, Anna Florell Owens and
Johnnie Orel! Galloway; six brothers, Henry Laverne Windsor, Clarence
Hassell Windsor, Brooks Radford Windsor, Ira Sylvester Windsor, Cecil
Jack Windsor and Tilrnon Windsor.
- - -----Survivors include one daughter,Mrs_Rebecca Ann Crider and husband,
Frankie, Murray; two sons. Rudy Gerald Hall and wife, Nancy. Annandale,
Va., and Nelson Eddie Hall and wife,‘
1Vanda, Murray; nine grandchildren
and eight great-grandchildren.

James Wilford Dunn
Funeral and burial services for James Wilford Dunn will be held in
Clearwater, Ha.
Mr. Dunn,89,Clearwater, Fla., died Tuesday, Sept. 2, 2003, at 4:30 p.m.
at a hospital there. Pis death was from complications due to congestive
heart failure.
An Army veteran of w6iia War II, he had retired from Traffic Authority,
Birmingham, Mich.-He has been living in Clearwater for about 25 years.
Born May 11, 1914, in Calloway County, Ky., he was the son of the late
John Hallet Dunn and Lula Usrey Dunn. Also preceding him in death were
two sisters, Verda Nell Culpepper and Vivian Starks, and one brother, Ralph
Dunn.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Janette Doris Whitley Dunn; one
daughter, Mrs. Barbara Jean Cote, Birmingham, Mich.; two sons, Wilford
Edward Dunn, Winston Salem, N.C., and Howard Dunn, Pittsburgh. Pa.;
two sisters, Mrs. Evelyn Neale. Clearwater. Fla., and Mrs. Kathryn Ruth
Lassiter, Hopkinsville; two brothers, Milburn Dunn and wife, Dorothy,
Atlanta, Ga., and Harold L. Dunn, Murray. Ky.; several grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

Read all about the
news that hits
home. Subscribe to
the Ledger & Times

ATOP MOUNT FUJI, Japan
"I'm very, very tired.- the
(AP)- Having conquered Japan's Alaska-native . who studies at
highest peak, American paraplegic. Oregon State_University said as he
mountain climber Keegan Reilly cranked the contraption to the edge
said Tbursday he is already-setting of Fuji's steep crater. "But I feel
his sights on bigger - and higher very privileged to be here."
-goals.
After a round of cheers, he
Next up, Mount Rainier. After _pulled up next to a small • wooden
that, maybe the highest mountain Shinto shrine by the crater's edge
in South America.
and accepted congratulations,frorn
"I want to show people what I his team, which included his three
am able to do," Reilly, 22, said brothers and an uncle, a mountain
from the top of the 12.385-foot climbing guide.
Mount Fuji. "Maybe it will inspire
"We are a very. close family."
them."
said elder brother Levi. "That's
Reilly, who lost use of his legs part of what this makes this so spein a car accident when he was 16, cial."
reached the top of Fuji Thursday
Reilly turns a crank to propel
after a four-day climb. lie finished his arm-powered "Scarab" climba full day earlier than he had ing apparatus, which is made of
planned, but had to deal with sev- titanium tubing. The. $35,000
eral unexpected obstacles.
•
machine is designed to roll over
Just after setting out with his boulders and even climb steps.
eight man support team on
John Nelson, Reilly's uncle,
Monday, a ranger stopped him and said they were equipped for contold him he was not allowed to use tingencies just in case.
his four-wheeled, arm-crank driv"We were ready for an even
en climbing apparatus on the trail. harder climb," Nelson said.
H took eight hours to- persuade'the
Although Reilly was believed Lk)
ranger to relent.
be the first paraplegic to climb Mt.
"I thought it was over:" Reilly Fuji, climbers without the use of
said.
their legs have reached such sumThen, the steering column on -mits such as Rainier and -Mt.
his custom-made mountain bike McKinley in Alaska.
broke. The trail itself even seemed
Reilly said he chose Mount
against him. Covered with loose Fuji, one of the most-climbed
gravel, pumice and volcanic ash • mountains in the world, because he
and pebbles. the path offered .wanted _to climb a mountain out.Reilly little traction.
side the United States.

-

rIP

KATSUMI KASAHARA AP Phoic

AGAINST THE ODDS ... Keegan Reilly. center. a student at
Oregon State University in Corvallis from Soldotna, Alaska,
drives his custom-made mountain bike by arm power to conquer the 3.776-meter (12,385-foot) peak of Mount Fuji Thursday.
Reilly, who lost the use of his legs in a car accident as a teenager, reached the peak. the first successful climb of its kind.

Judge denies motion for new trial in case of traffic deaths
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP)A judge rejected a motion for a new:
_trialWeline.sday_for_a man ronvicted
of double murderin a fatal collision
caused When he ran a red tight in
Januaf102 •
Attorneys-for 1- )cm-rani-Brownargued that jury deliberations leading up to its Jan. 17 guilty verdict
were tainted by its discussions that
Brown was-racing another driver On
,
the night of the crash.
Christian Circuit Court Judge
John Atkins wasn't-convinced during a hearing Wednesday.
-There are cases_ in Kentucky
where a new trial has; been granted
because of juror misconduct,"
Atkins said."But the standard is that
that misconduct must be egregious
in nature, totally out of limits. I
can't make that finding here."
After the trial, several jurors
were quoted in The Courier-Journal
of Louisvillo-as-saying-they
Brown was racing Michael Kaylor,
a prosecution witness, just before
the Jan. 15, 2002, crash that killed
Debra Conklin and her 15-year-old
daughter, Megan.
No direct evidence of racing was
presented during the two-day trial.
Brown and Kavlor denied they were

racing betore the crash.
conviction together, without waiting week for a temporary employment
Brown was sentenced to 20 yearS for the Court of Appeals to rule.
agency. He lives with his mother
in_prison_ and will_notbeeligible for
Brown is free on a $20,000_prop- and brother in Hopkinsville.
parole for 17 years.
erty bond pat up by a local busi"1 in -Pieria-red-7o wair-Eii-----t-fre- Misty Dugger, an assistant public nessman and his wife. Brown said appeal.- he said after Wednesday's
defender. argued on Wednesday that he's had, trouble finding a job and raling. "That and to just keep pray,
-a-discussion about suc-h-a -volatile_ _has been wigkingiticw_ Jays each
issue was by itself enough to taint
the verdict.
_ Dagger said she wasn't entirely
Staprise-d- by the judge's ruling, but - said she hopes an appellate court
will reach a different conclusion.
Commonwealth's Attorney Rick
Boling said testimony by Brown's
Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Single
younger brother, Tim, could have
Premium Deferred Annuities are competitive
Shelia Crouse
made jurors think Demond Brown
300 Maple•St.
alternatives to other savings plans. The initial
guaranteed rate' is.
Murray, KY 42071
had been racing in the moments
270-753-4741
before the crash.
Tim Brown testified during the
IRLD
'This rate is guaranteed for The first month and Men can .0tWLOINDINIVIISELIN
trial that he had been looking out of
WCRANE ETy
vary monthly or can be locked in for one year
the backseat window at the headGuaranteed no lower Than 3%
HOME OFFICE OMAHA,NEBRASKA
lights of Kaylor's car, an admission
Boling said could have been enough
convince. jurors that Demond
Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you Ti
Brown had been racing.
"Those are actions consistent
STOCK MARKET REPORT
prices as of 9 a.m
with the idea that they had been racing," Boling said Wednesday.
7.48. 0.06
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. .9606.22+ 37.76 Goodyear
Dugger said she will appeal
4831.. 0.13 HopFed Banc*
Air Products
16 26 B 16.50,4
Atkins' ruling. She will also ask the
74.55 -0.14 IBM
Anthem
86 74 + 0.41
state Supreme Court to hear that
16.89 + 0.13 Intel
AOL Time Warner
28.52 + 0.30
appeal and the appeal of Brown's
22.36 + 0.11
AT&T

ffe ne of Paducah
MURRAY SERVICE CENTER
Each Friday 9 a.m.-Noon
Days Inn
517 S. 12th St.• Murray
753-6706 or call our Main Office
toll free at 1-866-773-4327.
•.
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3.25%
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BB&T
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Bell South
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Exxon-Mobil
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Ford Motor
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General Electric
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Mattel
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Merck
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Microsoft

28.37 + 0.07

JC Penney

22 18 - 0.37

Pepsico Inc.

4498 + 0.02

Pfizer, Inc

30 50 - 0.38

Schering-Plough

15 20 • 0.09

Sears
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Union Planters

32.44 + 0.14

US Bancorp
UST

24 11 + 0.01
.34.87 + 0.38

Wal-Mart
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The Boston-Ewing Investment Group

HILLIARD LYONS
J. J. B. HILLIARD, W.L. LYONS, INC.
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE AND SIPC

OUR STAFF HAS OVER 100 YEARS
COMBINED EXPERIENCE
VISA

We Accept CZ roe°
NevUS

LEA FPROOF

You Are Invited To Be Part Of Our

50th Anniversary Sunday
September 7, 2003
9a.m.

10 a.m.
5 p.m.. •
6 p.m..
7 p.m.

YOUR GUTTERS AND DOWNSPOUTS

Adult-Bible-Classes in Main Auditurium, Guest Speaker: Paul Hodges. Minister, 1957-1967
Morning Worship. Guest Speaker: Ernest Clevenger. Jr., Minister, 1953-1957
Congregational Singing. Leaders: Danny Claiborne (University) & Jerald Sykes (Glendale Roa(l).
Combined Worship with Glendale Road Church. Speakers: John Dale. Charley Razzell. arid
Richard Youngblood
Finger Food Get Together in Fellowship Hall for Everyone in Attendance.

University Church of Christ
801 North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071-1648
(270)
-753-1881
universitychurc h@murray-ky.net

AND NEVER CLEAN THEM AGAIN!

SER ALL
Gutter Company
Hwy.121.N., Murray, KY

270-753!6433• 1-800-264-1433
*Gutter Installation, Repair & Cleaning
.Licensed. Bonded. Insured
FREE ESTIMATES
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Community
Thursday, September 4, 2003

Grandparents Day
Wedding
dinner to be Sept. 11

24th annual Ladies' Day
will be held on Saturday
The 24th annual Ladids' Day will be Saturday,
Sept. 6, from 9 a.m. to noon at Glendale Road
Church of Christ, Murray."A Garden of Prayers"
will be the theme.
Carleen Ford from Madison Church of Christ,
Nashville, Tenn., will be the speaker. She is a senior
counselor at Hunters Lane High School in the
Nashville Metropolitan School System and also
works part-time for the Madison Church as a professional counselor.
Registration, coffee and fellowship will be from 9
Jo's
to 9:30 a.m. The program will be from 9:30 to 11 a.m.
Datebook Lunch, provided by the ladies of Glendale will be
By Jo Burkeen served at 11 a.m. A nursery will be provided for chilCommunity Editor dren 5 years and under.

MAYFIELD, Ky. — In appreci- by calling 1-270-251-4396 on
ation of Grandparents Day.-a dinner Tuesday. Sept. 9, between 8 a.m. to
will be held in the meeting room at noon.
Holmes
Family
Restaurant,
After all complimentary reservaMayfield, on Thursday. Sept. II. at tions have been filled, additional
6 p.m.
reservations can be made for $6 per
The event will be hosted by First person by calling 1-270-251-4396.
Kentucky Bank, Jackson Purchase
Medical Center Senior Friends, and
All dinner guests must be regisMayfield-Graves ' County ter with LeeAnn Heflin upon arrival
the
YMCA.
that night. Several door prizes will
Ali grandparents are invited to he .given throughoui:_the dinner.
attend this event. The dinner is Entertainment will also be provided.
-funded through a Grandparents Day - The Mayfleld-Graves. County
grant from Wal-Mart Supercenter in Youth Leadership class will be
tvlayfreld.- — - servers for the ginner. Holmes
The first 85 grandparents to Family Restaurant has agreed to
phone in their reservations will donate 10 percent of sales and all
receive a full buffet dinner at no tips from the dinner to the youth's
charge. Reservations must be made charity of choice.

Lions Candy Days start Friday
Murray Lions Club will be giving away candy at Wal-Mart, Kroger aid
several other Murray locations to promote Sight Conservation activities cin
Friday and Saturday. Sept. 5 and 6.

'Play Party' jam session Saturday
An old-fashioned "Play Party" jam session for area musicians and listeners will be Saturday, Sept. 6,at 6 p.m. at the Chestnut Street Park area of
Murray-Calloway County Parks,- accross from Pagliai's. The public is invited.

If You Need Health Insurance...

Blood Drive planned Sunday

and read this!

A Blood Drive, sponsored by First United Methodist Church, will be
Sunday, Sept. 7, from noon to 3 p.m. in the Christian Life Center at the
church. Murray-Calloway County Hospital Lab technicians will be present
to take blood from donors.

The Murray Insurance Agency
provides Health In
•Individuals
•Groups
• Self-Employed
• Farmers
•Dependents

for:

Also:
• Life Insurance
• Long Term Care Insurance
• Disability Income Insurance
• Medicare Supplements

tA
UN MerlMos

753-4751

BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY

//// ':
cg4Ilin Wills 0
ur er or,olt
C4.1

Autumn Is In The Air
Chrysanthemums & Pansies
Fall Wreaths & Home Decor
Flags & Garden Accents

Selected
Hostas and Daylillies

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Sheila as "celebrating the rural life in the
Bucy Pdtter, daughter of Solon - understated style of Robert Frost—
Bucy and Ernestine Bucy of Murray Frost with less irony and more
and a graduate of Murray State heart." A number of these poems
University, has had her first book of appeared previously in the "Journal
poetry published by Broadstone of Kentucky Studies" published by
Books in Frankfort.
Northern Kentucky University.
"Home Place and Other Poems"
Potter also holds a master of arts
includes a series of poems describ- in Medieval Literature from
ing the relationship that develops Southern Illinois University, and
between a farmer and the woman has done additional graduate work
who becomes his neighbor.
in English Literature at the
In creating these characters and University of Kentucky. She now
their experiences, Potter drew on lives in Frankfort.
her memories and impressions of
For information about her book
western Kentucky.
contact Broadstone Books,418 Ann
Former Kentucky Poet Laureate Street, Frankfort, KY 40601 - 1929,
Richard Taylor has praised her work or BroadstoneMedia@aol.com.

Center to host support group

ONLY $1•00
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5

-741001&

_ __ApriLL. Wyatt and Jeffrey R. Luffman were mafried Saturday, May 23, 2003, at Memorial Baptist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Roy and Marie Wyatt of Murray.
The groom is the son of Bobby and Debbie Luffman of Murray.
Josh Herndon officiated at the ceremony. Music was by Erin Cadd.
Tina Adams, sister of the bride was the matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Amanda Sullivan and Misty Hill.
Dale Clayton served as best man.
----GfOOHISMOR-Wefe-Brad fox_and_Itiuce Parker
Nathan Luffman, brother of the groom, served as usher.
Directing the wedding was Bobbie Weatherly.
A reception followed in the fellowship hall of the church.
The couple is now residing in Murray.

Potter has book of poetry published

& Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852

Tune-Up' planned
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey R. Luffman 'Marriage
_
Harold and Bette Gillogly will lead a weekend

4"\INT

The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Center will be hosting a Macular Degeneration Support
Group the second Thursday of each
month at 12:30 p.m.
Macular depneration is the most

U.S. GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9, 2003 AT 1:00 P.M.
AT 1602 DORAN ROAD, MURRAY, KY 42071
THE BELOW DESCRIBED PROPERTY OF HOUSE AND LOT
1602 DORAN ROAD - MURRAY, KY 42071

common cause of severe vision loss
among people over 65 and is the
leading cause of legal blindness in
senior citizens.
Guest speakers, information and
sharing will be the focus of each
meeting. The first meeting will be
Sept. 11.
Transportation is available to
senior citizens living within city
limits. For more information, call
753-0929.

—
workshop- titled "Marriage Tunertr on Sept. 12 and 13 at Westside Baptist Church, Murray. The cost will be $60. Child care will also be pro-vide('if$10-per
child which will include lunch and snacks for the children. For more information stop by the Welcome Center of the church and pick up a registration
form.

Need Line will sponsor class
Need Line of Murray and Calloway County will sponsor a Money
inmn Class on Tuesday..Sept. 9, at 7 p.m. at the Need Line office in
the Weeks Community Center. The class is open to the public and all Need
Line clients are encouraged to attend. Shellie Gary will be teaching the
class. She is a financial counselor under the banner of nationally known
finance adviser Dave Ramsey of Nashville,Tenn. For more information call
Need Line at 753-6333 or stop by the office located on first floor of the
Weaks Center.
Mama

Sugar Creek quartet to be featured
The group, Sugar Creek Baptist Church quartet will be featured at
Glory Bound Entertainment tonight, Sept. 4, ftom 7 to 0 p.m. at The Crory
Bound Coffee House which will now be at the Senior Citizens area of the
George Weaks Community Center. Joe Lawrence, coordinator, said "We are
still looking for a permanent building for this weekly event." Each one is
asked to bring a can of food for Need Line. There is no admission, but a
love offering will be taken. This is an outreach ministry of Goshen United
Methodist Church. A taped portion of the program can be heard over Radio
Station WNBS on Saturday, Sept. 6,from 10 to 11 a.m.

Narcotics Anonymous meeting Thursday
Murray Narcotics Anonymous - Recovery in Action will meet tonight,
Sept. 4, at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 West Main St.,
Murray. Persons are asked to use the back entrance. For information call
753-8419.

Cheer Clinic will be at CCHS
Calloway County High School Cheerleaders will have a Cheer Clinic on
Saturday, Sept.6,from 9:30 a.m. to noon at the high school. This will be for
kindergarten through fifth grade. Refreshments will be provided and each
one will receive a Laker cheerleader t-shirt. Registration will be from 9 to
9:30 a.m. Saturday. The participants will cheer at the Calloway-Marshall
football game at MSU Roy Stewart Stadium on Sept. 12.

Volunteers are needed
Volunteers are needed as AARP Tax-Aides who desire to give of their
time and talents to help others in filling out income tax counseling and
preparation services. The volunteers serve low to middle income people
with special attention to those over sixty years of age. AARP is currently
recruiting others to join the team. Interested persons may contact Bill
Mathis, district coordinator at 642 Byrd Rd., Mayfield, KY 42066; or telephone 1-270-247-3733; or e-mail bdmathis@netzero.net.

24th Annual
Ladies'Day
This is a frame house consisting of 1014 square feet close to schools, churches and

shopping. It is comprised of a living
room, kitchen and dining room, three bedrooms, one bath, laundry area and a one car carport. This property is considered
suitable for the Rural Development, Rural Housing Program. This would be an excellent buy for an investor interested in
rental property or for resale after minor repairs.
Payment of the current year's property taxes are the responsibility of the purchaser.
Minimum acceptable bid for this property

is $24,801.00.

An Open House will be held on Thursday, September 25, 2003 from 1:00 to 1:30 p.m.

LEGAL NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that on Thursday, October 9,2003,at 100 p.m at 1602 Doran Road. Murray, Kentucky 42071. in order to raise the sum of $33,211.46
principal, Omer*, with interest credit subsidy granted in the amount of $7,491.00, plus interest in the amount of $8,300.58. as of June 5,2003, and interest
thereafter on the prinapal at $7 9616 daily from June 5, 2003, until the date of Judgement, plus interest on the Judgement amount (Principal plus interest to
the date of Judgment)at the rate of 1 07% computed daily and compounded annually, until paid intuit and for the costs of this action, pursuant to Judgement
and Order of Sale, being Civil Action No 5.03CV-75-R on the Paducah Docket of the United States District Court for the Western District of Kentucky, entered
on July 10, 2003, in the case of United States of America vs Nora L Parrish fikla Nora Leticia Paschall, ET AL, the following described property will be sold
to the highest and best bidder:
House and lot at 1602 Doran Road, Murray, KY 42071
Mortgagors obtained title to the above described property by deed from Virginia Carol Felgenhauer, a single person, dated the 13° day of February, 1991, and
recorded in Book 17,Card 1450. in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County
TERMS OF SALE: Ten percent (10°,4 of the bid price (in the form of a Certified Check made payable to the U S. Marshal) on the day of sale with good and
sufficient bond for the balance bearing interest at the rate oft 07% per annum until paid, due and payable in forty-five (45)days and said bond having the
effect of a Judgement. Upon a default by the Purchaser, the deposit shall be forfeited and retained by the U S. Marshal as a part of the proceeds of the sale.
and the property shall again be offered for sale subject to confirmation by the Court.
This saiu sf-all be in bar and foreclosure of all right, title, interest, estate claim, demand or equity of redemption of the defendants and of all persons claiming
by, Through. under or against them, provided the purchase price is equal to two-thirds of the appraised value. If the purchase price is not equal to two-thirds of
the appraised value, the Deed shall contain a lien in favor of the defendants reflecting the right of the defendants to redeem dunng the period provided by law
(KRS 426 530) Under the law, the purchaser is deemed to be on notice of all matters affecting the properly of record in the local County Clerk's Office
Inquires should be directed to
BRUCE D PARTIN, Community Development Manager
Rural Development
Paducah, Kentucky
Telephone 270,554-7265 ext 101

"A GARDEN OF
PRAYERS"
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Murray, Kentucky

September 6, 2003
9:00 A.M. - 12:00 P.M.
Our speaker this year is Carleeil Ford from Madison Church of Christ
in Nashville, TN. She is a Senior Counselor at Hunters Lane High
School in the Nashville Metropolitan School System and also works
part-time for the Madison Church as a professional counselor.
She is married
_ to James Ford and they have three children and '
four grandchildren.

Please come andjoin usfor a morning of
edification andfeffowsfup in the Lord.
9:00 - 9:30.Registration,coffee and fellowship
9:30 - 11:00"A Garden of Prayer"
11:00- Lunch provided by the ladies of Glendale'
A nursery will be providedfor_
khildren 5 years and under

Little selected
for membership
Marci Little of Murray and a
senior at Calloway County High
School has recently been selected
for membership in The National
Society of
High
School
Scholars.
_The
society
invites
only thcise
students
who have
superi'ar
acaderd Ic
achievement ahd
a
r :e
among
the
Up
Marci Little
scholars
in the nation, according to NSHSS
Honorary Chair Claes Nobel, a stnior member of the Nobel Prize
Family.
Little was also nominated for.3
inclusion in "Who's Who Amdng
American High School Students"
1o12001-02 and 2002-03', 1.IS4A
National History and Governt4nt
Award for 2002-03: National Hotior
Roll for 2002-03, and High School
honor roll each year.
--Little is the daughter of-Fred 444-Mary Jo Little of Murray.
.
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Writer'sPotpourri
Writer's Potpourri will be
Saturday. Sept. 13, at 9:30 a.m. at
the Ca!Iowa/ County Public
Library.
This event is open to all interested writers.
Charlie York, director, has
released some of the poems written
by participants as follows:
THE EARTH AND THE ACORN
By Wilma J. Sanders
The acorn is atiny thing
That can grow a tree so tall
It can compare to other things
That it resembles not at all
Like a baby in the womb
Gets nounshment from the mother
The mother is the earth for it
If uprooted finds no other
So the child when it is born
Must find love if they're to flourish
Their environment is their growing
place
They need love and care that nourish

immase

By Charlie York

REASONS TO QUIT
By Charlie York
I've been given the chance
many times to quit writing.
When I enter contest and
they are refused.
When I've sent children's'
poems to publishers.
Good things were said about
my work. I was caught by
"However"
When I was nominated for
poet laureate of Kentucky
I refused to play politics
with the governor.
When I've self published and
have had trouble selling
enough books to pay for
the next one.
When I've given books to
children, few say thanks
My mind says "Quit"

Autumn show N

no olle L'ates
My heart says "No- write
write to please yourself.
and God, what else matters
in the end?
So I Write!!'

There are other things to eompare
Such as talents in us all
Talents need their nourishment
To develop them at all.

The smell ol tobacco sm‘rke
drifting in the bree/e.
The children's happy laughter
across the countryside ring..
As the butterflies and birds
take flight on magical wings.
The sights and scents of Autumn
are beautiful to behold.
Squirrels are gathering ile,fulls.
11 warms me.bean and soul.

STAINED GLASS
By Marie Jarrett
She chose color
She chose shards
Secured widitlead
to complete a lily design
To sign chapel windows
Or mosaic for arlanip
A file to tamp
•
Just as'a poet
chooses the right words
to create a picture word
to match each idea
make the point heard
To
Cemented as one
to create a poem
with color and words.

_

MY GRANDCHILDREN
For Jessie and Shelby
By Lenda Easley
My grandchildren are more
precious than fine jewels.
Diamonds,. Rubies or Pearl.
They often sit in my lap.
If only for a short nap.
My grandchildren mean
the world to me
When they grow upl often wonder
what they will be.
We play games on the computer
or somedays just play

AUTUMN'S BEAUTY
By Dorothy Locke Inman

BOY IN THE WELL
By WP(Dub) Hurt
The hero in the story.,
I will not ru‘e...61-hil.n.M.
But the 0ents he became entangled
with
lie was strictly not to blame:
IV grew up on the cast-side
Just a tall skinny lad
- Course he was mischievous
But. he-wasn't all that bad. :
attended a 2 room school
lie
And one day at recess
lie found himself entangled
In an aWtul mess.
little girl had droppedIler doll into the cistern
'4te-tt4 t4 -she weal home without her
doll
She would get a blistenn.

collection

More space made for library's DVD

I need all the help I can get. We've been working on the collection for the past few months,
weeding out the non-performers.
IIthdi
Well, it came up that we were out of space for
the flippies for the DVD collection. (The plastic
sleeve with theDVD cover folded up_in.iris called_
a "flippy".) The obvious solution was to weed the
DVD collection. So, we listed all the DVD's that
had been here a year in order of how often they had
circulated in the past year.
We discovered that the DVDs at the bottom of
By Ben Graves
Calloway County the list circulated better than all but the very "most
Public Library popular" of books.
Now,circulations are circulations when-it-comesDirEiator
to annual report time; and I- really-hated the thought
of giving up an item that was working hard when

Library
News

He promised he would
And fetch it up to het
The dangers in this illisi ii
To him did not ikicut '
"Boys bring a rope
Make sure it's yery stot,i
Let me down real slow
And I'll !etch her dolly Out
As they lowered bini 'WO
They neither breathed not
Rum when ihnosi to the s\,;.t.
The doggone rope 1)1,4,c'
The teacher,-aine',1 runni-H7"
Stooped over and Is LI
Down there stored on
Looking up with
"What are you
she screamed
"You come here
When I get thrott!,ii
man
A better pupil y‘ni
Well they finally shai
And the dolly to,,
But when the teat het
Got through with his.-t
It was black and btu,

L,rines with one another
Sometimes I'm their best friend
and some days I'm mean
old granny.
And base to spank then tanny
I lose them. and alw ay s will

beaut

in the Color of its leases

We've gotten both "Fix-It and Forget-It" and with just a sliced onion in the water and
"Fix-It and Forget-It Recipes for Entertaining" taste afterwards.
Or take Dottie's Creamy Steak Soup
from Dawn J. Ranck and Phyllis Penman Good.
for one pound of ground beet: him,. tied .1:11.
calls
It
half
one
and
two
they
average
No pictures, but
01;
slow-cooker recipes per page. The dishes range drained, a 12 ounce can of Y-8 juice, a ean
from very useful (shredded pork. page 1491 down densed mushroom soup. a can of condensed t.CICT
soup, aSSoffed-Vegettibles and-Two ntorC-TO:t.r,,.,i),
to iffy (Chicken ReUben-Fake, page 195.1
Beware that some of the recipes need a little of salt.
thought before you cook them.
Now I may be over sensiti‘e, hut it sound I, e
For example. shredded pork calls for a pork
shoulder to be slow-cooked in one cup of water they forgot a couple of quarts of water'III
somewhere. I mean, V-8's salty, the conilunsed
(that's plenty) and one package of taco seasoning.
are really salty, and then she adds .1111 no
soups
taco
of
package
measly
one
- Now, if you put
sezcnninp._into __a _pot _wi_th - Ye_qr_.4t7i_ PPIANN _of_
-ember that when you read these
-m
_SQ re
to -dui& turn _the water red
On a different topic;-slovrrookers--are-bantly -t6 - -pork;
need-tatskeit-graiti of,
will
seasoning,Trr---you
Withourthe
pork
Better re) coZils t he
have around, too.

so many others weren't.
1 spent two minutes explaining the absolute
necessity of weeding the collection to Wanda and
then two minutes more telling her there wasn't any
way we could weed the collection because the
.DYDi_w_ere circulating so.well. _ _
She looked up and said "Why don't you add
another bin to make room for the new hippies"
Right. I hadn't thought of that.
So, I dragged the other bin back to the video
area and we'll have more room now. Boy, she sure
is handy to have around.

Reading series will begin here Sept. 11 at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery
Murray State University's 200304 Reading Series will begin with a
reading of poetry and fiction by two
rreahve writmembers of
ing faculty, Ann Neelon and George
Hovis.
The event will be Thursday, Sept.
it,. at 7:30 p.m. in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery on the sixth floor of
the MSU Fine Arts building.
Neelon is the author of "Easter
Vigil," winner of the Anhinga Prize
and the RPCV Writers and Readers

Births

Award. Her poems and translations
have appeared in many magazines
and anthologies, most recently in
"Bearing Witness. Poems by
Teachers About Teaching."

Kathleen Weatherspoon of
300 South 11th St., Murray, is
the mother of a son, Jordan
Gage Weatherspoon, born on
Monday, Aug. 4, 2003, at 10:59
Murray-Calloway
at
a.m.
County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 11 ounces and measured
211/2 inches.
Grandparents are Barbara
Weatherspoon and Bobby Miller
Sr., both of Murray. Lynn Reed
of Pasadena, Texas, is a greatgrandfather. Bobby Miller Jr. of
Murray is an uncle.

*DIOPA

to

Living Room, Bedroom,
Dining Room, Home
Entertainment Centers,
Recliners & More!

EOM

AUTHORIZED
IILJ Al'4101N.
4IC

'100 OFF
75 OFF

SME
Reg. Price $855
Less Coupon -$50
SALE PRICE $805
W/REBATE

Reg. Price $630
Less Coupon -$50
SALE PRICE
W/REBATE

OVER 300 LANE
$580 RECLINERS IN STOCK NOW!

$50 OFF
$25 OFF

Reg. Price $1937.49
Less Coupon -$125.00

Edwards

New York Life
Insurance
Company

SALE PRICE
W/REBATE
Betty Winters
Demean. Ky

Vi

t

F-

Open
Sunday
I4

SUPIERCENTCR 3801 ffinideviele Reed
Highway 60 • A Hen Mlle East .1 1.24
Paducah. KY 442 4455 • 1 800•711119•8b24
Opoon 1,011, 10-7 • Sunday 1-6 • ANY,104

Benton, KY
305 North Main Street
527-3401 • 1 800 599 8224
KY
Paducah.
451 South 10th Street
•4•:•
•
••••••
4.42-4.465 • 1 800 450 8224

•

119119 9/01 /1112

111/9008

5S/5CtOd S1,1111,

Lane' Stationary Leather
Levestiata/Chairs end LaneMaking Sofas
Saftwonso
Mr.. 111/90/19
mon smni
Lane' Recleters, Saueglers, Lane'
Reclining Leveseats. Mate Fertifture,
Occasional Tables, Ceder Chests and
Selected Lime' Accent Pieces
Solected 11151..
11/10/911
09
vow 9/01,
Selected Lane• Cedar Chests.
Accent Places and Selected
Occasional TaMes
VoNS•01 OS flom O'SO OS

Selkscre•

Lane

$1812.49

Ttlitt

Swerver
<ram

Keep

Lane' Stationery Leather Sofas,
Lene• Reclining Sectionals. lane'
Bedroom and Blaing Room
Furniture a Accents

.iPNHHN

Skip Miller

ALL, WE 1:110 IS SAVE YOU MONEY!

NM North Maio Senon

(270) 753-2007
211 Maple Si., Murray

HERE'S YOUR LANE INSTANT
ADDITIONAL SAVINGS COUPONS!

Reg. Price $486
Less Coupon -$50$436
SALE PRICE
W/REBATE

74-4.ekcArtioiale

•Long Term Care •Annuities
•Income Protection
• Group Benefits
• Business Insurance

The Company You

- •
25
55% OFF

STOREINIDEI

Not lust About
Life insurance

Ryan

ull 44D
1"mcim-J•

Don't Miss This
Spectacular Sale!
FINAL DVS!!!!

osimpremi 1
eilutor,p;c
Colk_Tv•

Mi'ah Annise
Nicole Wilkins
Jason Wilkins and Rikki Ann
Hill of Murray are the parents of
a daughter, Mi'ah Annise Nicole
Wilkins, born on Friday, Aug.
22, 2003, at 8:50 p.m. at
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds three ounces and measured 20 inches. A brother is
Vijay Hendon Ahmad Hill.
Grandmothers are Linda Hill
Woolridge and Virginia Wilkins.
both of Murray.

Department of English . and
Philosophy and the ColleiN tnt
Humanities and Fine Arts at \1St
.' 7 A
Lm.ation call 763
more
For76670
or

Quarterly," "The
Nlbsissippi
SOuthem'Llterary Journal" and elsewhere. He currently directs MSU's
Creative Writing Program.
1w the
sponsor

NO BILL WILL AHEM TILL
6a//ery

Jordan Gage
Weatherspoon

Her honors-include a . Wallace She is currently associate proir'ssor
Stegner fellowship, an Al Smith of English at MSU.
Hovis has published stories and
Fellowship from the Kentucky Arts
Council, and fellowships from the articles in "The Carolina Quarterly,-The
Lultures,
Kentucky Foundation for Women. 'Southern

Suiten-enter. Ho, 60
Paducah,

Ky

rgtuurSel"
Y
vf,F.5raatlekw
161h Street

449 South

,/ A

's
l'1 7

rtivielker. ad Kailley-Wigeine Furniture. Inc.
CONSIGNMENT
,
.
...4•01.•••nt
11 ere et www.flermingfurnituire.com
.
5,1
Aso 4•111m10.1.
0 PaYrnont or no Intan.d•
.
OAC. Or $999 minimum Qualified p,,,011959 With 1 Yallr
down
tau...MI.4-1
Pa.-chaos of $1
with
Minim...v.
'With
estantltiom
Lindero
Purchases.
Previous
To
Apply
Room
Items.
Not
Solutions.
Doe.
C
Saki
ie.•eoulk$6
u P.icerd
vale
"Exldee
cu
- .wad r no ,hewn. —Soo stars for details.
liwrrte 11,51 •I I illorrt• ffirt all store. it.,,,

in

Richard A/ea-ander
Suprrrentrr. IN)
Paducah. Ky

_

r

- 17."
11 .i..

T—)1.) -71
- 1

1-1

d

Y

Francit Pippin
16th Street
l'oalticoh. K.*
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Callow ay wants to capitalize on struggling Briarcrest
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
In Calloway County's' first
game of the season..the Lakers had
their hands full with Grayson
County.
While they had to comeback
from 12 points down in the second
half, the Lakers came away
unscathed. Much of the same can
be said for Calloway's opponent
this past week, Franklin-Simpson.
-The- - Wildeats_and_ Lakers
hooked up in battle and literally
went -down to the wire before a
duo of questionable calls stalled
any hopes CCHS had of starting
its season undefeated.
Both opponents proved to hold
their own against Calloway — not
backing down and not letting up.
That's just the way Joe
Stonecipher likes it.
The head coach at Calloway
County made this schedule for a
reason — with the hopes that it
toughens his kids up and prepares
them for the gruesome district that
is Class 3A.
Stonecipher's method and madness continues Friday _night when

they host Briarcrest, Tenn.
The Saints, coming tct this
Friday are 0-2, falling to Memphis
East 20-7 in Week land losing to
Ridgeway 10-7 this past Friday.
"I did this on purpose,"
Stonecipher said. "We have to get
ready to play in our district. The
3A district is tough, and 1 made
this schedule for the exact reason
of getting our kids ready for that
kind of competition.
"I did this sa we can prepare to
go into our district and line up
against the Hopicinsvilles and the
Paducah Tilghmans and not be
intimidated. 1 think these early
games are going to prove that for
us."
Briarcrest, out of Memphis,
won the 2A state championship
last year. They are. a private
school, therefore, they do recruit.
According to Stonecipher, the
Saints usually get the cream of the
crop.
"They have some big athletes,"
he explained. "The go 6-foot-6,
280, and they have three or four
like that. They are all just good
athletes."
_
_

Briarcrest coach Hugh Freeze
2003 LAKER SCHEDULE
has just about every formation
EWE
0129909131
known to football in his scheme.
Aug 23 W (1842) Grayson Co
"He has the Wing-T, the on
at Stewarl Stadium MSU
Aug 29 L(34-281 Franklin-Simpson
back and he's got a full house
Briarcrest(TN.I
Sep 5
He has it all," Stonecipher said
Sep 12
at Marshall Co
"He does a lot of different things.
Sep 19
at Crittenden Co
Sep 26
at Union Co'
and that's going to cause us to
Oct 3
Open
use a more vanilla-type defense
Oct. 10
FloPlunsviliet
That will take away some of the
Oct. 17
at tioplons Central'
things we like to do on defense
Oct. 24
at Pad Tilghman'
Oct. 31
Madisonville'
With all his different formations.
— Class 3A First District game
we will prepare for all of them.''
Offensively, Calloway is
2003 DISTRICT STANDINGS
going to do what it loves to do
Chine
— throw the football. And not In
Paducah Tilghman
2-0
0-0
just a handful of times. Almost Hopkins Central
2-0
0-0
Calloway County
all the time.
1-1
0-0
1-1
0-0
Senior quarterback Brandon Madisonville
Union County
0-1
0-0
Steele is 63-for-68 passing on the Hopionsville
0-2
0-0
season with one interception and
This
week's
games
already five touchdowns for over uatioway is
Briarcrest
600 yards in the air with a 57 Paducah Tilghman at Graves County
Umon County at Caldwell County
percentage completion rate.
"If he could run a 4-40, we Hopii,nsytile at Maybeid
HopkIns Co Central vs. North Hardin
would be in great shape, but he Mad,sonville
vs Fort Campbell
can't" Stonecipher added.
2003 LAKER STATS
Stonecipher has built the
Calloway
7 7 12 20
46
offense around Steele, who has Opponents
18 6 16 6-46
been _starting since his -_scophoHS
Opp.
more year. With the exception of
208
63-68-1
603
786
0-0
21-132

First Downs
Rushes
Rushing Yards
Passing
Passing Yards
Total Yards
Fumble-lost
Penalties

23
60
476
16-26-3
323
547
11-75
12-105

MVO

Rushing - Josh Young 29-164, Adam
Rentroe 3-22 1TD, Chase Chrisman 5-12,
Devon Winchester 3-6 TD, Brandon Steele
13-l.1
Passing - Brandon Steele 63-68-1 603 510
Receiving - Seth Barrow 22-247 3113. David
Free 16-213 1TD, Peter Thackston 3-27 TD,
Josh Young 1-5 Jay Wyatt 4-59. Chase
MICHAEL DANN f Ledger & Times photo

MICHAEL L

_edger & Times photo

READY TO RUN... Brandon Steele hands off to Josh Young in the first half last Friday at
Franklin-Simpson in the Pigskin Classic. The Lakers lost to the host team for thier first loss of
the season.

ferry's Glass
A Full-Service Glass Shop
810 Sycamore Street, Murray • 270.759.0203

AUTO • COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL

*Store Fronts
*Plate Glass
*Table Tops
*Plexiglass

*Mirrors
*Patio Door Glass Replacement
*Screen Repair
*Storm Window & Door Glass Repair

Offering Mobile Service With Over 25 Years In 13usiness

1

NICE NUMBERS ... Brandon Steele has been a consistent cog in
a knee injury halfway through his the Calloway Countys football program this season. In two
sophomore season, the 6-1, 170 games Steele is a combined 63-for-68 with one interception. The
pound senior has not missed a senior quarterback has thrown for 603 total yards and 5TD.
snap.
"Brandon is a drop back passer, what we are getting with him is with that," he added. "We'll keep
and he can somewhat escape pres- throwing the football. And he's working on that and adjusting our
routes. We always takes what the
sure in the pocket, but not much dale a good jOh-tor us.
"One of the things that we did defense gives us. They can't cover
because he's not a big kid," said
Stonecipher. "We know basically against Franklin was throw some it all, so what they give us is what
screen passes, and we had success we try to attack. That's how we

We offer Certified Technical Support
& Peace of Mind!
• Business Networks
• Home Networks

• Custom Systems
• Onsite Repair

• Upgrades & Repairs
• Training

• Website Hosting
• Data Protection

• Virus Checks

• Free Pickup & Delivery

ovenant
omputing
100

Robert Friedrich, MCSE

N. 5TH (NEXT TO CITY HALL)• 753-3033 OR 293-3370
www.covenantcomputing.net • saies@covenantcomputing.net

SAVE 2S" ON RHINO LININGS
WHEN You DO NAT F A ooTo CHARITY!.
During September, your participating Rhino Linings dealer will give you S25 oft a Rhino
Linings sprayed-on truck bed liner when you bring in a new or gently-used children's
book (or even better a few books) for our Bucks for Books campaign. The $25 discount is
just our way of saying "thank you- for supporting literacy programs in your community.
the world's #1 protection against rust. dings and wear and a contribution to a special
cause It doesn't get better than that"

Best of Luck
Lakers!
from all of us at...

CI IS IN KIND

12th Street
Rhino Linings'
THE SPRAYED-Os LINER'
www rtunohnIncis corn

Buck's Body Shop

FIGRAL
CIC)

900 Sycamore Street • 753-5142
'Available at participating dealers $25 discount is redeemed at dealership. Offer is good only on
sprayed-on truck bed linings
.purchersed and book(s) donated betWeerv911103.and 9130103. One discount per lining With the donation
gtode or more books.
Cannot be combined with any otner offer All deaterOlps independen
owned and operated. •

1 10 N. 1 2th St. • 753 4567
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Alou's hit caps
MSU-UK matchup draws rally for Cubs
Racers at Kentucky

special interest from Lax
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The
moment the date was set for Saturday night's football contest
between Murray State and the University of Kentucky, Susan Lax
began taking a special interest
— and catching flak.
A seven-year veteran of the
UK athletics media relations staff
and currently associate director
of media relations, Lax also holds
the distinction of having served
a short term in the sports information office at MSU before going
to Lexington.
And her cohorts on the UK
staff did not waste time asking
her a simple question.
'"Well, who are you going to
root for?' Everyone's been asking me that from the beginning,"
Lax said Tuesday afternoon after
concluding her work in UK head
coach Rich Brooks' weekly press
conference.
"Just yesterday, our ticket
guy (Joe Sharpe] didn't waste
any time with it. He just came
into my office and said, 'All
right Slax (her nickname) ... just
give me your ticket list. Let's
get this over with.' He knows
I've got a lot of interest in this.
I've got a lot of people coming
up for this one," she added.
Yes, Saturday should mark a
reunion of sorts for some people Lax called her teammates
while at Murray State.
Steve Parker, now MSU's
sports information director, was
in his later years with the Ledger
& Times sports staff and in the
first two months of his SID tenure
when he had regular contact with
her.
The man that was probably
most responsible for Lax taking

Courtesy of UK Sports Information

ON THE JOB ... University of Kentucky Associate Media
Relations Director Susan Lax talks with Wildcats' quarterback Jared Lorenzen after a practice session at UK.
Lax is a native of Calloway County.
an intern's job in the Murray
State office will also be in Lexington Saturday.
Now the sideline reporter for
the Racer Radio Network, David
Ramey was the Racers' SID in
1995 when Lax arrived in Murray to start graduate classes after
four years at Freed-Hardeman
University in Henderson, Tenn.
"I'm very proud of Susan, and

I'll definitely be looking for her
up there," said Ramey.
Ramey also held the SID spot
before Brian Morgan took that
job in 1997. Morgan is now in
the media relations office at Alabama — the current home of former Racer basketball coach Mark
Gottfried.
"That's something right there,"
Ramey noted. "I'm very proud

of the tact that I managed to
hire two people that both wound
up in the Southeastern Conference. That says a lot for those
two right there.
"It all goes back to something
Iformer MSU athletic director).
Mike Strickland told me many
times. He said you've got to surround yourself with good . people. If you de that, you'll have
a good chance of succeeding."
Lax's path to Lexington has
been interesting, to say the least.
During her senior year at FreedHardeman, she became that
school's first-ever SID when she
convinced athletic director Charles
Smith — who just happened to
also be her coach on the women's
tennis 'team — to give her a
chance to promote the school's
teams.
That program has, grown significantly since then. Through
that job. Lax made her first major
contact in the business in Scott
McKinney — then the SID at
Memphis' Christian Brothers College, who told her about an
organization called CoSIDA (College Sports Information Directors of America).
"He told me that they have a
meeting every year, where all
the sports information directors get
together, and he really thought I
should go," Lax recalled. "It would
give me a chance to get to know
some people 'and network with
them."
Lai, a-1991 graduate of Calloway County High School, had
made plans to come home to
MSU for graduate school. Her
mother, Barbara, took the liberty of letting Ramey know of her
daughter's intentions to join the
SID force which was met with

• See Page 11

Racer fans invited to pre-game tent party
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Fans traveling to see the Murray State
football team take on the University of Kentucky on Saturday are invited to arrive in
Lexington early and attend a pre-game tent
party before the Racers and Wildcats hit the
gridiron.
The tent party will run from 5-6:30 p.m.
(ET) at the Kentucky Educational Television

facilities, located at 600 Cooper Drive. The
KET facility is just a five-minute walk from
Commonwealth Stadium, where the Racers
and Wildcats will kick, off at 7 p.m. ET.
Snacks and drinks will be available at
the tent. The Racer Marching Band will also
make an appearance to entertain fans leading up to the first-ever Meeting between the
two schools in football.
For fans arriving in Lexington from the

west on the Bluegrass Parkway, it is recommended to take New Circle Road around
to Tates Creek Road. Follow Tates Creek
Road to Cooper Drive (towards the UK campus) and the KET facility will be located
near the Boone Tennis Complex.
For more information on the MSU-V.IK
matchup or game day at UK, log on to
www.GoRacers.com and follow the "MSU
at UK"" icon.

CHICAGO(AP)— Moises Alou
was angry when he arrived at
Wrigley Field on Wednesday and
took it out on the St. Louis Cardinals.
Alou had a career-high five
hits, including a go-ahead single
in the eighth inning that capped
comeback
a
from a six-run
deficit and led
Chicago
the
Cubs over the
Cardinals 8-7.
"Against St.
. Louis, right in
the middle of a pennant race, for
me to come up clutch and get the
game-winning hit was awesome,"
he said. "It was a huge game.
Down 6-0 this team really showed.
a lot of heart."
Before the game, Alou said he
was still upset over an umpire's
call that the Cubs fejt.cost them
the second game of Ilesday's doubleheader. A bases-loaded drive
down the line by Alou was called
foul — even though a photo
appeared to show it hit the line
— and the Cubs lost 2-0.
Alou then went out and drove
in four runs to lead the Cubs to
a big win in a tension-filled game
that included a shouting match
between managers and the two start-

ing pitchers hitting each other with
pitches.
"That was a great, great victory for us," Cubs manager Dusty
Baker said. "We were hitting the
ball hard all day long and had
nothing to show for it. The guy's
kept battling and fighting and
grinding and grinding.
"This was the ultimate comeback in a big game and a big series,"
Baker added.
Chicago trailed 6-0 Mitre scoring three runs in the sixth, then
allowed a run in the seventh before
closing to 7-6 with three more
runs in the bottom half.
Mark Grudzielanek hit an RBI
triple in the eighth and scored on
Alou's single. Both hits came off
Woody Williams (14-8), making
his first relief appearance since
pitching for Toronto at the New
York _Yankees on June 6, 1996.
"We had nobody else available," St. Louis manager Tony La
Russa said. "It was his day to
throw in the bullpen. It's a shame
that he had to go in that tough
of a situation."
Williams, who started in Monday's loss to the Cubs, said he's
always ready to help out.
"I had a chance to do some
good for the team and it didn't
happen," he said.

Carlisle returns to
coaching with Pacers
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — In the end, all it took was a phone
call from Larry Bird to get Rick Carlisle back into coaching.
The new Indiana Pacers president signed Carlisle to a four-year
contract Wednesday to replace Isiah Thomas, who was fired last
week.
Carlisle was Bird's hand-picked choice, and the move had been
talked about since Bird returned to the Pacers in July. Carlisle,
fired by the Detroit Pistons in June, was the only person Bird
talked with about the vacancy.
"In Detroit, it ended suddenly and abruptly. but this situation
came up suddenly, too." Carlisle said. "Not many coaching changes
happen at the beginning of September."
Bird, Carlisle and Pacers CEO Donnie Walsh all declined comment on how much the deal was worth.
But Bird indicated Carlisle agreed to a contract worth less than
the going rate for an experienced NBA coach, at least initially,
because the Pacers still owe Thomas $5 million for this season.
The Pistons owe $2 million to Carlisle.
"It would never have happened if he didn't help us out in a
big way," Bird said.
The two have been friends since they were teammates in Boston
during the 1980s and won a championship together in 1986. When
Bird took over as the Pacers coach in 1997, one of his first
moves was hiring Carlisle as an assistant.

New guy fairs well during opening week of picks contest
So the new kid didn't do too
bad.
Going 7-3 is a modest first
try in new surroundings.
Although. I'll be the first to
admit that we are totally picking
the wrong
sport here.
Well, football is what
we should be
picking, but
there should be
a side bet.
Something like,
will it rain on
Friday or on
Pigskins &
Saturday? What
Peach Baskets quarter will it
By Michael
rain? What
side of the
Dann
field does it
Sports
rain on first?
Writer
The point
being, all it's
done is rain, rain, rain and rain.
GO AWAY.
The outlook and forecast
looks to be clear and cool for
Friday and Saturday night, and
hopefully my forecasting will
prove to be a little better this
week as well.
Tilghman at Graves County
The Tornado travel to Jack
Haskins' territory to fly with the
Eagles. It shouldn't be much of
a contest for Tilghman, who is
ranked second in the state in
Class 3A and have the potent
power with Joe Casey and
Fiunter Cantwell. Plus the schedule ranks in Tilghman's favor,
having beat Lexington Henry
Clay and Louisville Ballard
.
•

Friday when they host Memphisbased Briarcrest. Stonecipher and
company have their hands full,
however. The Saints are coming
Wright
John
0-2, but are still a formidable
in
Walker
Eric
Michael Dann
Scott Nanney
Game
Calloway will have
opponent.
Murray
Murray
Murray
Murray
Murray vs. Marshall Co.
home-field advantage, and that
Briarcrest
that should be enough ... LakBriarcrest
Calloway
Calloway
Calloway vs. Briarcrest
ers.
le
Greenfield (Tenn.) at
Hopkinsvil
le
Hopkinsvil
le
Hopkinsvil
Mayfield
Mayfield at Hopkinsville
Fulton City
Tilghman
was throttled by
City
Fulton
Tilghman
Tilghman
Tilghman
Tilghman vs. Graves Co.
Hopkins Central 71-0 last Friday
Memorial
Ballard
Memorial
Ballard
probably won't fare much
and
Ballard Memorlal
Reidland at Ballard Memorial Reidland
better against Greenfield ... YelGreenfield
Greenfield
Greenfield
lowjackets.
Greenfield
Greenfield at Fulton City
Racers at Kentucky
Heath
Heath
Heath
welcomes Murray to
Kentucky
Heath
Co.
Fulton
at
Heath
Stadium Saturday
th
Commonweal
Crittenden
Crittenden
Crittenden
for the first time ever. A win
Crittenden Co. at Muhleriberg Crittenden
over Valpo has the Racers going
Kentucky
Kentucky
Kentucky
Kentucky
to Lexington with a little confiMurray State at Kentucky
There's just one problem.
dence.
Titans
Titans
Titans
Titans
Titans vs. Raiders
however. UK lost to arch-rival
on its home carpet. "
Louisville
Last Week
Last Week
Last Week
Last Week
The Cats are going to be
7-3
7-3
7-3
chomping at the bit to get a
7-3
Overall
Overall
win at anyone's expense —
Overall
Overall
including the Racers ... Wild7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
cats.
Titans vs. Oakland
An upstart win against
Heath at Fulton County
measuring stick and expects to
in a driving rain storm ... TorNFL season is upon us.
The
Owensboro had the Marshals
Stephen Long takes over for
be a high scoring affair. Whoevhave come at a
nado.
couldn't
it
and
were
they
a departed John Saxon, who was peaking, but then
er wins, defense will be key ...
has had a
Mayfield at Hopkinsville
Tennessee
time.
better
46-0.
Mayfield
by
destroyed
fired at Fulton County on TuesTigers.
and
injuries
The edge might have to go
of
preseason full
day. Reports out of Hickman are Murray has been the recipient of
Reidland at Ballard Mem.
any
have
Titans
to Hopkinsville on this one. Yes,
the
If
mishaps.
two straight wins and has some
that Saxon might have used
New Bombers coach Jeff
year,
successful
Hoptown has lost two straight.
a
having
of
shot
momentum with a top 10 rankRush brings a wide-open offense eight ineligible players in two
next
the
Curtis Pulley has had a bad
become
can't
they
expect
losses this season. Heath, on the •ing in the state. Don't
to Ballard. After being idle the
ankle but 1°01(4 to be ready to
Michael Vick. Chad Pennington
Murray to let up ... Tigers.
other hand, got a surprising but
by
first week and getting nipped
go against the Cardinals. As for
even their own Frank
or
vs.
Calloway
South Fulton 23-0. look for Bal- deserving win across the border.
Mayfield - they've only played
If Tennessee stays
Wycheck.
(Tenn.)
Briarcrest
...
beating Massac County 43-18
!lard's Brandon Lorenzen to be
five-and-a-half quarters. which
are the team to
they
healthy.
Calloway's fun-and-gun
Pirates.
pass happy against the greymight prove • to be a factor. This
... Titans.
AFC
the
in
beat
_Murray vs. Marshall County offense gets a new challenge
hounds ... Bombers.
game will provide as a good

This Week's Picks ...
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Tigers try to continue streak against Marshall
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Two games into the season and
two wins for the Murray High football team.
The perfect posting has earned
the Tigers a spot in the Class A state
football poll,joining district foe and
arch-rival Mayfield.
MHS earned 18 points, good
enough .for the No. 10 spot:
Mayfield, also undefeated, received
151 points and is second only to
Danville.
The Tigers are now in the portion of the schedule that MHS head
coach Rick Fisher believes is the
time for his team to shine.
"This is going to be'an important
4oris" noted Fisher.• "We.
really need to make some headway
this week."
The Tigers will host Marshall
County Friday At Ty Holland Field.
After a surprising 26-16 win over
Owensboro in the first game of the
Pella Bowl, the. Marshals were
---inauted-bylvtaYfie1d-46--01ast week.
"If we come out and get this one,
we could go op quite a roll for a

while," Fisher added. "We are
State Football Pols
LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP) — The top teams
in the Kentucky Associated Press high
school football polls, with first-place votes,
records total points and previous rankings
1A
FPV Rcd
Rank-School
(10)
2-0
1 Danville
(2) 2-0
2. Mayfield
1-0
3. Beechwood
1-0
4, Newport CC
2-0
5. Lou. Holy Cross
1-1
6 Somerset
1-1
7, Bardstown
2-0
8 Harrodsburg
2-0
9. Coy Holy Cross
2-0
10. Murray

TP Pvs
167
151
2
3
127
4
112
5
97
7
56
8
9
39
10
34
18

ao

Other
'
s receiving votes. Carroll co. 14.
Franicfort 14,trifteriden Co. 12-. Hazard
11, Lou. Christian 8. Willisamsburg 8.
Pikeville 7, Campbellsville 7, Green Co. 5.
Bellevue 3, Ft. Knox 3, Lex Christian 2

"They bring so much size,'
2003 TIGER SCHEDULE
he,said. "They are going to be
Pita
C21200111611
Aug 22 W(35-7) Lone Oak
huge compared to any other
at Stewart Stadium, MSU
team we are going to play. No
Aug_ 29 W(17-7) Madionsville
team, with the exception of
Sep 5
Marshall Co
Sep 12
at Massac Co (IL)
Mayfield, will be bigger up
Sep 19
Russellville
front than tbey are.
Sep 26
at Ballard Mem.•
The only way Fisher feels he
Oct 3
Open
can counter that is to have his Oct 10
at Fulton City •
Oct 17
Mayfield •
kids in better shape. That will be
Oct 24
Fulton Co. •
a daunting task, considering he
Oct 31
Jackson Liberty (TN)
only has a week to prepare.
— Class A First District game
Plus, Mother Nature has not
2003 DISTRICT STANDINGS
been kind to many high schools
District
TeamQiarall
across the state.
Murray
2-0
0-0
Albeit, Fisher added that he Mayfield
2-0
0-0
0-1
0-0
has not time to wait around for Ballard Memorial
0-1
0-0
weather to cooperate. There's Fulton City
Fulton County
0-2
0-0
just not any time. Not right now.
This week's games
"We are facing_
_ the _bigger
vs Marshall County
schools, and we have to get out Murray
Mayfield at Hopkinsville
and get our game plan in," he Ballard Memorail vs. Reidland
explained. "So we are going to Fulton City vs. Greenfield (TN )
have to get out there as much as Fulton County vs. Heath
we can anyway.
2003 TIGER STATS
"The conditions haven't been Murray
14 21 7 10-52
0 00 14-14
that great. The past two Friday Opponents
a
nights have been Auestinnahl
MHS
Opp.
because of rain and lightning, 23
First Downs
21
practice was down last week 87
Rushes
ea
Rushing Yards
316
and then we have a chance for a 369
8-19-1
Passing
9-52-3
wet week this go-round."
Passing-Yards
110
138 •
Murray has committed 11 507
Total Yards
366
6-4
Fumble-lost
penalties for 140 yards. That's 4-3
11-67
just too many for Fisher. He said 19-140 Penalties
a good portion of them came Rushing - Wells 32-200 2TD, Troup 18-78,
from what he likes to call. Schneider 8-47, Browning 11-41, Rutledge 3-21,
"mental mistake penalties." Collins 2-0, Rollins 1-0, Stephens 2-(-2), Boles
7+6)2TD, Pierce 1-(-9), Jones 2-(-1)
Eleven-of-65 came last week in Passing - Boles 8-17-1 138 2TD, Hoover 0-2-0
a win over Madisonville.
Receiving - Hoover 1-58 TO, Rutledge 4-67 TO,
"We didn't play well at all," Schneider 1-12, Erwin 1-5, Browning1+4)
Fisher said of the Madisonville
contest."But.we found a way to
win, and that's what's important.
had a chance to put on the gear until
"If you can play ugly and win, it Friday. I think it showed. Our exemeans something to you. We playea cution and our mental state — just
a lot like we practiced. We had a the way the game was played 'vas
bad week of practice — we-didn't Icind„of sloppy, but we played well
get out for two days because of the enough to win ... We'll take it."
heat index.
•
"That's no excuse, but we never
Odle

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

HITTING THE HQLE ... Mark Browning (40), a senior fullback for Murray High, picks up a chunk
of yardage against the Madisonville defense last Friday night. The Tigers will look to stay
when they host Marshall County Friday at Ty Holland Field.
.undefeated
•
going to drop back after this week
and play teams closer to our own
size. After this week, we get back to
teams that are in the same boat we
are.
Add a more than favorable
schedule for MHS and the fact that
they are +anked nationally in the
state, and it gives the Tigers good
momentum heading into the

Marshall County game.
It's nice to have that recognition," Fisher said of the state ranking. "It says a lot about your program. But I've found this to be true:
If you don't go out and play every
Friday, that thing will quickly dis- Pear."
Fisher expects a physical game
from the Marshals, who outweigh

We Have An Open Door Policy
drolow-

his team on both sides of the line.
"It's going to be,a shoving match
all night long," Fisher claimed.
"They have a lot of guys that weigh
in over 300 pounds and some at
350-plus. So, it's going to wear us
out over a period of time."
Offensively,-Fisher admits that
he is concerned with the Marshals'
option game,.

COMING THIS NOVEMBER...
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"OH YEAH, IT'S GOT A HEMI!!"

NOW ACCEPTING ORDERS
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Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza & spagatti lunch buffets
including drink!

Enjoy two all-you-can-eat I
pizza & spagatti dinner buffets I
including drink! a

Mon -Fri. I
4:30-9:00 p.m.
Sat. & Sun.
All Day I

Mon.-Fri.
11 a.m.-2 p.m
Sat. & Sun.
All Day

Looking For A
New Microwave?
See Our
Complete
GE Line!

MURRAY APPLIANCE
'Not good with any other offer thru 9/11/03

L

804 CHESTNUT STREET • 753-6656

'Not good with any other otfer thru

9/11/03

804 CHESTNUT STREET • 753-6656
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"We Service Or Sell Parts For Most Major Brands Of Major Appliances"

212 E. Main St.•(270)753-1586
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NFL opens with big show
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LAVOVER, Md. (AP) — Britney. JetSkins. Prime time in'the -nation's capital. The Olympics might be the biggest spectacle in sports, but no one puts on a show
like the NFL.
In another example of supreme marketing
know-how, the country's most popular sports
league is launching its season again on a
Thursday, featuring stars singing in front of
national monuments on the Washington Mall,
two marquee-city teams that tussled over players in the offseason and a lightning rod owner
the country loves to hate,
"Marketing is a big part of any league,"
Washington Redskins coach Steve Spurrier said.
"And the NFL's done it better than anybody
else."
The game between the Redskins and the
New York Jets is the second annual Thursday
night opener. The New York Giants hosted
San Francisco last season in what was billed
in part by commissioner Paul Tagliabue as a
tribute to the city that endured the Sept. 11
attacks. Washington, also a target of the attacks,
was the natural choice this year.
Thursday's game nearly gets swallowed up
in the hype of the three-hour Britney Spear'sAerosmith-Mary J. Blige-Aretha Franklin con
cert — the last hour gets live network coverage. The game this year is on ABC: ESPN
had it last season.
"It's ratings. We're crazy if we don't think
that's what it's about," New York coach Herman Edwards said. It's about how many people can you get to watch the game. It's like
a soap opera.--You can write- about that all

r-1
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray, KY • 753-3415

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
Pct GB
L
—
606
54
83
New York
3
583
58
81
Boston
50014 1/2
69
69
Toronto
76
44921 1/2
62
Baltimore
394 29
54
83
Tampa Bay
Central Division
Pct GB
L
73
525
66
Chicago
73
525
66
Minnesota
71
518
66
1
Kansas City
78
62
44311 1.2
Cleveland
102
26136 1 2
36
Detroit
West Division
Pct GB
L
W
—
597
56
83
Oakland
2
583
58
81
Seattle
16
482
72
67
Anaheim
76 45719 1:2
64
Texas
Wednesday's Games
Minnesota 6 Anaheim 5
Toronto 4, N Y 'Yankees 3
Baltimore 9. Oakland 0
Detrcnt 6. Cleveland 5. 11 innings
Boston 5, Chicago White Sox 4 10
innings
Tampa Bay 7, Seattle 0
Kansas City 3. Texas 1
Thursday's Games
Cleveland (Westbrook 6-8) at Detroit
(Knotts 2-5), 1205 p.m.
Anzona (Johnson 4-7) at Kansas City
(Voyles 0-2), 1:05 p.m.
Oakland (lialama 3-4) at Baltimore (Moss
1-3), 2:05 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (Contreras 4-2) at Toronto
(Lidle 12-11), 6:05 p.m.
Seattle (R.Franklin 9-11) at Tampa Bay
(Sosa 4-9), 6:15 p.m.

National League
East Division
L
W
Pct GB
87
52 626
Atlanta
75
540
64
12
Florida
12
540
64
75
Philadelphia
504
70
71
17
Montreal
44924 1,2
76
New York
62
Central Division
Pct GB
L
W
73
525
66
Houston
67
73
521 1 ,2
St Louis
67
518
72
Chicago
73 4638 12
63
Pittsburgh
77
11
446
62
Milwaukee
13
432
79
60
Cincinnati
West Division
L
W
Pct GB
53 616
85
San Francisco
66
72
13
522
Los Angeles
70
69
50415 1/2
Arizona
46121 12
76
65
Colorado
57
41028 1/2
82
San Diego
Wednesday's Games
N Y. Mets 9. Atlanta 3
Chicago Cubs 8. St Louis 7
Philadelphia 8, Montreal 3
San Francisco 7 Colorado 6
San Diego 12, Arizona 0
Florida 3, Pittsburgh 0
Milwaukee 9, Cincinnati 6
Houston 8, Los Angeles 2
Thursday's Games
Pittsburgh (M Torres 5-3) at Florida
(Pavan° 11-11), 12:35 p.m.
Arizona (Johnson 4-7) at Kansas City
(Voyles 0-2), 1:05 p m.
St Louis (Tomko 11-8) at Chicago Cubs
(Estes 7-11), 1:20 p.m.
NY. Mets (Glavine 9-12) at Philadelphia
(Wolf 13-9). 6:05 p.m.

PON EDMONDS/AP

CAPITOL START ... With the Capitol in
the background, workers take apart
pieces of the "NFL Kickoff Live 2003,"
Wednesday on the Mall.
other than that we have to play the
week
game between the lines_"
- Last -year's overwhelming- sueees-s- -demand-

ed a sequel, and the NFL couldn't have choSen a better' niatchup. There is a new
mosity between the teams after the Redskins
snatched four free agents from the Jets in the
offseason.
After smarting from the loss of wide receiver Laveranues Coles, guard Randy Thomas
and kicker John Hall, the Jets accused Redskins owner Dan Snyder, of .overpaying for
who happens -to
players. Then an arbitrator
be a Redskins season-ticket holder — awarded Chad Morton to Washington after New
-York tried to' stick in. an extra cTause in his contract when they tried to match it.
Just to rub it in, the Redskins this week
mailed the Jets their stadium parking passes
— featuring color photographs of Coles in his
.
new burgundy and gold uniform.
"A lot of people I know that didn't know
about football have been drawn to 'What's
going on between the Redskins and Jets'.17.•
said Morton, one of the so-called JetSkins.
"It's a good publicity thing for the NF-1..
They're good at that stuff. Smart move."
And, of course, there's Snyder, the young.
brash owner who has only mediocrity to shots
for his frequent coaching changes-and the-mit ,
lions he's spent on star players and coaches.
Snyder likes his--team -in--The spotlight. but-if
hasn't done well there: The Redskins- are 1-7
in non-Sunday national TV games since he
bought the team in 1999.
Beyond the obvious motivation of the ex Jets quartet wanting to prove something to
their old team, the game has its share of sub
- •

IN Lax ...
From Page 9
approval.
"That summer. me and my dad
(Bob) drove 21 hours .to Denver,
Colo., for the national meeting.,"
Lax said. "I didn't know anybody
when I first got there, but that
changed and it was really a good
experience.
"That's where I met Brian. He
was at Murray then and had been
at Mississippi State before that,
and he was really helpful. He
knew how the big-time schools
worked, knew about designing
media guides and how to deal
with the media. I learned a lot
from working with him."
"We had to throw -a lot more
at her than we were planning,
though, because our-marketing person had left and.I was having to
help out with that, too. So that
put more responsibility on' her,'
said Ramey.
"The coaches really liked her.
She's got a very vibrant personality, and that's something that gets
you noticed."

Rain ruins Open schedule
NEW YORK(AP)--- The soggy
U.S. Open limped through another rain-soaked day, completing just
one match and further backing up
a schedule that could stretch the
tournament into next week.
, After managing to squeeze just
three matches in between numerous rain delays on Monday and
Tuesday, organizers waited better
than 13 hours before finishing
another one on Wednesday — Day
10 of America's Grand' Slam.
The start of play was delayed
by nearly three hours because of
a stubborn mist that left courts damp
and unplayable. When the weather cle-ared4ong-enough-for a=filatChto begin, top-seeded Kim Clusters
won three games from No. 5
Amelie Mauresmo in 10 minutes.
Then it started raining again. _
About seven hours later, two
.• men's matches reached court. No.
• 4 Andy Roddick was up 6-3,' 2•7 2 against Xavier Matisse and No.
12 Sjeng Schalken had a 5-1 jump
• on No. 8 Rainer Schuettler when
the weather window closed and play
was halted by still another rain
• delay. They resumed long enough
.• for R9ddick to win 6-3, 6-4, 7-6
(5). Schalken and Schuettler
• returned to the court but never
-: played another point. They will
: resume on Thursday.
: "It was tough conditions out
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there," Roddick said. "The ball
was like a watermelon. I was glad
to get through it. I don't have to
worry about the weather tomorrow.
"I didn't think we'd get on the
court tonight. I was hanging out
in a suite. Somebody said, it's not
raining anymore. I'd better get
downstairs.
"It's tough, frustrating. You want
to get out there. You want to
play."
The tournament had ambitious
plans for Wednesday, scheduling
a record 106 matches in an effort
to catch up. At day's end, the
-event--was--1_74 matches behind
where it was supposed to be with
388 matches completed at a time
when it was supposed to have finished 562. There are 110 on Thursday's schedule.

One thing, though, that has not
In her MSU years, Racer football and basketball teems experi- stopped is Lax's love for MSU,
enced much success, including two which has continued to be disstraight Ohio Valley -Conference-- - played, -from- -the decorations- of
football titles under former MSU her office to the phone calls she
coach Houston Nutt and the first has made after Racer teams scored
of three straight OVC basketball big wins.
crowns under the--guidance of GotAnd;---of- course, she is -ma mg
sure her compatriots in the MSU
tfried.
The warm feel of that summer- media relations office will be in
like afternoon in Commonwealth the best of hands.
"She's Tooking out for the Racalso lasted that entire 1997- season as UK played in a New Year's ers, -that's for sure. She knows the
ins and the outs up there and no
Day bowl game.
The Wildcats also won the '98 doubt has gotten better since takNCAA Basketball Tournament, ing the job at UK. And she was
marking the seventh national title -really good when she was still here,"
Parker said.
for the program.
"It was a tremendous loss when
"It's been great," said Lax, whose
main duties are now football and she left — not just to me. but
women's basketball. "Even though for the entire office. But you couldI've only got two sports, it seems n't blame her. It was a great opporlike I'm just as busy as 1 was at tunity."
This Saturday, though, Lax said
Murray.
"The media attention, being her love for the Racers must---he
we're at a bigger school like this. put aside.
"I'm going to root for the team
is just constant. It almost, never
that writes my checks," she said
stops."

Eventually,opportunity did come
knocking for Lax.
In the summer of 1997, Rena
Vicini, now UK's assistant athletic director of publications, called
the MSU office seeking a candidate for an open assistant's job in
the UK media relations office.
Lax applied, leading to an interview at a most unlikely place —
the private box of then-athletic
director C.M. Newton during the
Wildcats' football opener with instate rival Louisville.
"That was incredible. He, was
there, (former UK athletics director) Larry Ivy was there, too. And
here we are talking about this
while the game is going on," she
said. "We had a good talk.
"Really, it wound up being about
me being from western Kentucky
And we (UK) won, which I think
helped. J think everybody being
in a good mood didn't hurt any
The fact that UK won that day
probably should not been surprising

Mineral Wells Package Store
DISCOUNT PRICES AVAILABLE
Weekend Specials
Mon.-Thurs. 8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
908 Mineral Wells Ave. • Paris, TN • 731-642-7788

U.S. GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9, 2003 AT 11:00 A.M.
AT 404 N. 6"STREET, MURRAY, KY 42071
THE BELOW DESCRIBED PROPERTY OF HOUSE AND LOT
404 N. 6T" STREET - MURRAY, KY 42071

YOU
ElurVEI
o
S
FORT S ONE.

This is a vinyl sided house consisting of 1078 square feet close to schools, churches and shopping. It is comprised of a
living room, kitchen and dining room, three bedrooms, one and one half bath, laundry area and a one car carport. This
property is considered suitable for the Rural Development, Rural Housing Program. This would be an excellent buy for an
investor interested in rental property or for resale after minor repairs.
Payment of the current year's property taxes are the responsibility of the purchaser.

1100 TRACTORS START AT JUST $1499.

Minimum acceptable bid for this property is $24,201.00.
An Open House will be held on Thursday, September 25, 2003 from 11:00 to 11:30 a.m.

LEGAL NOTICE
'lotice is hereby given that on Thursday, October 9,2003, at 11.00 a.m. at 404 N 6'Street, Kentucky 42071, in order to raise the sum of $59,446 37 principal,
AS interest in the amount of $14,891.17, as of June 5,2003, and interest thereafter on the principal at $11.2127 daily from June 5, 2003. until the date of
,udgement, plus interest on the Judgement amount (Principal plus interest to the date of Judgment) at the rate of .97% computed daily and compounded
annually, until paid in full and for the costs of this action, pursuant to Judgement and Order of Sale, being Civil Action No. 5:03C11-19-R on the Paducah Docket
of the United States Distnct Court for the Western District of Kentucky, entered on June 27.2003, in the case of United States of America vs Lisa C Dick, ET
AL, the following described property will be sold to the highest and best bidder
House and lot at 404 N. 6th, Murray, KY 42071.
Being the same property conveyed by deed from Russell S. Meade and wife, Joy E Meade to Lisa C Dick, a single person, dated September 3, 1999
record in Book 326. Page 720 in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
TERMS OF SALE: Ten percent(10%)of the bid price (in the form of a Certified Check made payable to the U. S Marshal) on the day of sale with good an/:
sufficient bond for the balance bearing interest at the rate of .97% per annum until paid, due and payable in forty-five(45)days and said bond having the effec
of a Judgement Upon a default by the Purchaser, the deposit shall be forfeited arid retained by the U S Marshal as a pail of the proceeds.p1 the sale, enc.
the properly shall again be offered for sale subiect to confirmation by the Court
This sale shall be Mbar and foreclosure of all right, title, interest, estate claim, demand or equity of redemption of the defendant and of all persons claimin...
by, through, under or against them, provided the purchase pnce is equal to two-thirds of the appraised value. If the purchase price is not equal to two-thirds c.1
the appraised value, the Deed shall contain a ken in favor of the defendant reflecting the right of the defendant to redeem during the period provided by la's
(((AS 426.530). Under the law, the purchaser is deemed to be on notice of all matters affecting the property of record in the local County Clerk's Office.
BRUCE D. PARTIN. Community Development Manager
Inquiries should be directed to:
Rural Development
Paducah, Kentucky
Telephone. 270-554-7265, ext. 101

1

And you thought you couldn't afford a John Deere tractor Now the versatile 100 Series lawn tractors start
at lust $1499. No longer will you imagine effortlessly maneuvering around shrubbery, cutting precise
rows with the Edge' Cutting System, or knowing the legendary John Deere quality and reliability
You'll be too busy planning projects So get goin' Visit your nearest dealer today

JoHN Drum
NOT“MIG RvAIS liAl A OMNI
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St.• Murray, KY • 753-2571
murrayhomeandauto.com
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
••••
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Classifieds
Murray Ledger 4r Times Fair Housing Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS

idl real estate athertised herein iiiiisubleit to the Federal Fair
Housing-Act. sitar+ ma
--it elegai to advertise Env preierence, limitation or discrimination based on raie i.okg relykie ses handAap,
tamilul status or national origin or intention to rnalke ant such pref.
erenies limitations or discrimination

-_%ertsers are fegitesied to onech the first
,Thor ot their ads for an. error Murray
&
be responsible for only one
•
Any error should be reported
-ections Can be made

Slate laws forthri dutrunination in the sale rental or ads-enemy tit
real estate hased on woe In addition to those rousted under ledera: LiA

ADJUSTMENTS
Monday

Fri 11 a.m.

Tuesday

Mon 11 a.m.

Wednesday

Ore A ill knotvi ingl% accept am, ad%ertising for real estate which is in
-selation of the law All persons are hereb - informed thai
dwellings advertised are available on an equal opporturut ta-i'

Mon. 5 p.m.

Thursday

Wed 11 a.m.

Friday.

For Further assistance with Fair Housing Adsertisulg
requirements. contact NAA ((some! Rene f' %Lam
t7031148-1000

Wed 5 p.m.

Saturday

Thur. 12 p.m.

To Place Your

010

010
Legal
Notice

Notice

LEGAL NOTICE
In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 ofthe
Kentucky Revised Statutes,. the following
information and supporting data may. be
inspected by the general public at County
Clerk's Office between the hours of9 a.m. and
5 p.m.
Calloway County Fire
Protection District
Board Members
Chairperson

Stuart Conover
550 Edgewood Drive
Murray, KY 42071
Vice-Chairperson

Dannie Harrison
1581 Almo Rd.
Alrno, KY 42020
Treasurer

Gerald Coles
710 Midway Road
Murray, KY 42071

-

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic I Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn It Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATVs
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 used Cars

495 vans
500
510
520
530
560
570

1.144KI Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco It Supplies

010
Notice

Invitation To Bid

Murray-Calloway County. Hospital, Murray,
KY invites bidders to submit proposals for
construction of a 1,060 square foot Medical
Office Suite on the fifth floor of Medical Arts
Building, East Wing. The project will be on
an accelerated construction schedule; therefore, the successful bidder must be able to
demonstrate the ability and past experience..
tocomply with a fast-track schedule.
Sealed Bids will be received by the hospital
at 803 Poplar Street on Monday, September
15, 2003 until 1:30 p.m.

C %RD OF THANKS
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our appreciation to the
many- friends and-family that visited the
funeral home, gave food, flowers, cards &
words of comfort during Windsor's death.
To the Dr. McCuiston and staff at Murray
Hospital Emergency Room and Dr.
fvferrywood and staff at Western Baptist at
Paducah. To Rev. Eugene Hooker and Rev.
Art Heinz for their wonderful words of comfort. Lastly to Churchill-Imes and staff for
their excellent and professional services.

Bid documents for the project may be
obtained from Murray-Calloway Hospital
Plant Operations Director. Prospective bidders must be able to document medical
office building construction experience.

Words cannot express our gratitude.

The owner reserves the right to reject any or
all bids and waive any irregularities. Bids
will be evaluated for the lowest and best bid.

060

Ileene Tripp
Roger & Sue Smith
060
Help Wanted

Help Warned

060

NOW HIRING

Check us cut
OP the Web!

Sonic Drive In

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

7-11-- ffiE BULL PE

TI•`

Steaks and Spirits

Read the classifieds daily
020
Notice

NOW HIRING

[_020
Notice
Notice

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
The Murray Independent'Board of Education will hold a public hearing in the Murray High School Library, 501 Doran Road; Murray,
Kentucky on, September 11, 2003, at 7:00 p.m. prior to the Board
meeting to hear public comments regarding a proposed general fund
A levy of 38.2 cents on real estate, 38.2 cents on tangible personal
rverty. and 54,4 cents on motor vehicles. An additional 11.8 cents
I I he added for growth in students as authorized by the 2003
,neral Assembly in the 2002-2004 Biennial Budget and KRS
621.
The general fund tax levied in fiscal year 2002-2003 was 37.0 cents on
real estate. 37.7 cents on tangible personal property, and 54.4 cents on
motor vehicles and produced revenue of $1,459,623. The proposed
,neral -fund tax-rates of 38.2 cents on real estate, 38.2 cents on tan- hie personal property. 54.- 4 cents on motor vehicles and 11.8 cents for
Hiwth is .expected to produce $2,012,377 for 2003-2004. Of .this
n fount $294.838 is from new and personal property: The cornpensat! tax rate for 2003-2004 is 36.7 cents on real estate .and 36.7 cents
nriihlr' personal property and is-expected to produre-$1:286,262.
gerieral areas to which revenues in excess of 2002-2003 revenue
1"I' to be allocated are as follows: instruction $132,229 & facilities
• 120.52'5
iiri General Assembly has required publication
;id the information contained herein.
-

-

_

$7.50 Column Inch, 60". Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 A41> Mu't Run Oilthin e LA, Pr,lui
$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

PLACE YOUR LINE 912 ANI)IT WILL APPEAR ON
THE WEBSITE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE.
I.1
V. AIDS
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.
extra for Shopper(Mon Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)52;0 extra tor blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reiect or edit any submitted matter

of this advertisement

VISA

060

Legal
Notice

Legal

LOCKSMITH B: Full-time COURIER/KENNEL help
benefits. t-149n school Wed-----for small Kennel cleaning
uate, four years lock shop 759-4556
Lost and Found
Help Wanted
or demonstrated equivaSecretary
lent experience required.
Shirley Burgess
4 cute little kittens, 6 wks PRINTING
Press Opera
Must have valid driver's li---30-18-Potts-Roadold- free to -good home. tor. Full-time,Domestic & Childcare
benefits. cense. Salary $8.66 hourKirksey, KY 42054
Call 270-435-4305
High school graduate and ly. Apply at: Human ReFOUND: long-haired black. two years printing experi- sources, Murray State UniEXPERIENCED:
Will
Tony DeNezzo
& white cat, tail solid black ence in a professional en- versity, 404 Sparks Hall,
clean up after new con
10781 State Rt. 94E
753-4422
vironment or vocational Murray, KY 42071. Wom- struction, remodeling,
be
Murray, KY 42071
THIS space is reserved
training required. Industrial en/minorities encouraged fore and after
renters
the day might come,
equipment
operation to apply. EEO, M/F/D, AA floors, windows, etc.
Ricky Starks
Your pet has strayed
(where responsibility is employer.
Valerie 436-5914
6499 State Rt. 94W
can't find its way home: high for setting and moniMurray, KY 42071
toring calibrations) may be
100
Just give us a call, we'll substituted for printing ex- MSU Positions: Full-time
Business
be glad to help.
-?Aark Hathorn-Opportunity
perience year for year. (benefits): Bulk Mail SpeYour loved one we'll
1260 Highland Rd.
Some heavy lifting in- cialist-$8.66/hour, cashtry to find.
Murray, KY 42071
volved. Salary $8.66 hour- ier-$7.12/hour. Additional ATTENTION MSU Stu
-Cause we all have Furry ly. Request application at information at: www.mur-- dents. RIGHT TO RE
or Feathered Friends,
SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENT
270-762-2147 or apply at raystate.edu/indir/hr/jobrpt. PRINT your way to riches
Here at the
Human Resources, Murray Mm. Apply at: Human Re- 750 books, reports and
Calloway County Fire
Ledger & Times.
State
University, 404 sources, Murray State uni- manuals you can reprint
Protection District
Sparks Hall, Murray, Ky versity, 404 Sparks Hall, AND SELL. Very high
For Fiscal Period
42071-3312. Woman/mi- Murray, KY 42071-3312. profit margin-all yours
July 1, 2002 to June 30,2003
Call 753-1916
0
r
e
norities encouraged to ap- Women/minorities encour060
ply. EEO, M/F/D, AA em- aged to apply. EEO, info:www.750books.corn/w
Beginning Cash Balance
Help Wanted
uotila
M/F/D. M employer.
ployer.
July 1, 2002
$50,614
MOBILE home park for
CARPENTER A: Full-time,
sale $45,000. Four homes
Receipts:
benefits. Four years car- FULL-TIME ready mix opPOSITION available
Real Estate Taxes
$362,769
pentry experience re- erator for local company. Persons needed to pre- available to rent. Jonathan
Vehicle, Inventory, etc
quired. Must have valid Apply in person or call pare income tax returns. Creek area. 354-9901
79,940
Interest
driver's license. Salary (270) 753-3355 after noon. Seasonal employment. No
211
120
$9.34 hourly. Apply at: Hu- 108 C.C. Lowry Drive. experience necessary We
Computers
Total Receipts
$442,920
CDL
Class
B
CDL
reman Resources, Murray
will train. Call 753-9204 or
270-437-4531.
State
University, 404 quired
Expenditures:
MDM COMPUTERS
Sparks Hall, Murray, KY
Fire Protection
$408,500
A+ Certified Technician
42071. Women/minorities
Administration
On site service
1,765
encourages to apply. EEO,
759.3556
M/F/D,
employer.
AA
Total Expenditures
$410,265
Shift managers and crew members for
COMPANY needs person
all positions and for all shifts. Must
Ending Cash Balance
with computer and mebe able to work days. nights and
June 30, 2003
$83,269
chanical experience to
weekends.
maintain various types of
equipment must be people
Apply at
020
friendly. Send resume to
Notice
Notice
P.O. Box 938 Benton. KY
42025
TO all merchants and indi PELLA Window & Door
217 S. 12th St., Murray
060
viduals do not accept any Co. Part-time Showroom
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
Help Wanted
-checks on: Shelle B. Sales Representative. LoNance 1517 Glendale Rd cal distributor looking for
Murray. KY 42071. On the individual to provide prodMurray Bank account is uct demonstrations to cusclosed by Shelle B. Nance tomers. Some evening and
Sat. hours required. Fax
resume to 615-244-2126
Attn: Paul or email to
Est. 2001
photovec@ pellatn.com
020

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

010
Legal

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
150

Hostesses, Servers and Bartenders.
Apply in person at 110 S. 5th St
."_/-."
fiNIv
.plonday thru Friday. 2-4 p.ni

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Sept. 13, 2003 @ 10:00 a.m.
Southport Machine & Tool
3865 Hwy. 79S, Paris, TN 38242
1998 7500 sq. ft. building w/2.9 acres, 1998
Bridgeport, 1990s Lathes, Mills, Grinders,
Welders, Etc. Also CNC Mill & Lathe, #2 Mills,
Radial Drills, 23118 Lathe, Inspection Egm't,
Tools, Etc. Two Tractors, Honda Four Wheeler,
Office Furniture & Appliances, Fork Lift & More

Real Estate Sell.•12:00 Noon
10% Buyers Premium On Equipment.
Call For Brochure Or Photos.
Inspection Sept. 12

SOUTHEASTERN AUCTIONEERS
Don Davis Don Winslow Jamie Martin
#2355 7314141296 /31-852-4818
WINSLOW DOMSN.COM

Check us out on the Web!

Help Wanted
COMPLIANCE SPECIALIST, Office of Equal OpCARD OF THANKS
portunity. Full-time, nonThe
family
of James Lee Scott wishtenure track position to bees to express our gratitude and many
gin October 2003. Qualifications- Bachelor's degree
thanks to our family and friends for
with four years of progresevery -act of kindness, care'and consively responsible profescern during our loss and time of grief.
sional experience required. Master's degree
The prayers, calls, visits, cards, food,
preferred. Must have backflowers
and donations we will forever be
ground in human resourgrateful to you. We will never forget your
ces, equal opportunity
and/or training and develkindness.
opment. Must have strong
A special thanks to West View Nursing
analytical skills, communiHome
and the staff on 2nd Station. The
cation skills, be detailed
nurses and nursing assistants who cared
oriented and have the ability to handle multiple priorifor Mr. Scott with loving care. May God
ties Excellent computer
bless you.
skills required; demonSpecial thanks to Dr. Hollis Clark and
strated competence with
Janet Schecter for the care and thoughtword processing, database, spreadsheet, deskfulness who helped us-through so many
top publishing, web page
crisis and the long illness Mr. Scott went
and presentation software
through.
May God bless you and reward
preferred.
Experience
you.
dealing with confidential
and/or sensitive informaSpecial thanks to J.H. Churchill and staff
tion a must. Responsibilifor the dignity and care given to his famities- Monitors the faculty
ly and especially to him. A very special
and professional staff hirthank you-to Bro. Kendrich Lewis
ing process to ensure
compliance with federal,
Bro. Dave Stewart for the services and
state and university poliprayers. Please keep our family in your
cies and procedures in reprayers.
lation to equal employment
The Scott Families
opportunity and affirmative
action. Assists with departBarbara, Irene, Randall, Tonya,
mental training and providStacey, Adam & Sara,
ing reasonable accommoRoger, Marianne & Emily, toolsw
dations to individuals with
Chris, Kim, Kristen
disabilities.
Application
Deadline: September 12,
2003. To Apply- Send letter of application, resume
140
150
and names, addresses
Want to Buy
Articles
and phone numbers of
For Sale
three references to: Compliance Specialist Search, ANTIQUES/OLD stuff We 2 ea Gas Dryers Maytag
Office of Equal Opportuni- buy 1 or all Call Larry at $80 & $90 AKC Chocolate
ty, Murray State Universi- 753-3633
Lab pup 3mo female $95
ty, 103 Wells Hall, Murray.
489-2333
CASH paid for
KY 42071-3313. Woman
good, used guns.
CALLOWAY County Pictoand minorities are encourBenson Sporting Goods,
rial History. Great Idea for
aged to apply. Murray
519 S. 12th, Murray.
Reunions. Call 753-7870.
State University is an
DOZER 310G case w/anequal education and emgle blade, low hrs. Very
150
ployment
opportunity.
Articles
good condition $7750
M/F/D, M employer.
For Sale
OBO. Also 1983 L700 Die140
10" Craftsman table saw sal hauler w/dove tail
ramps $5250 080 CheapWant to Buy
$50 15/10 chrome rims for
er price together. 270-4364WD Chevy truck, 6 lug
(4) $100. Poulan weed 2388
eater $40. Call 436-5398 STRAW for sale 52 a
bale 489-2436 if no anafter 4pm
swer leave message
Used heavy duty
BEAUTIFUL round white GAS/PROPANE stone $50
metal shelving for
crib w/all white bedding dishwasher $75, electric
Purchased at Babies in dryer $50 436-6360
textbooks.
Bloom retail price $1500
Call 270-753-0732
$750 non-negotiable 759- MOVING must sell, Washer/dryer 5100, 13 cu ft
with size and price
2385
chest freezer $150, Craftsinformation.
man mower $100. Kitchen
BAHAMA Cruise 761-1303
able $50 0130 767-0881
060
060
060
Help Wanted
Help Wanted
Help Wanted

6IV

WANT TO BUY

BRIGGS & STRATTON is seeking part-time employees to
work on the midnight shift(12:30 a.m. - 6:30 a.m.). The third
shift positions are seasonal but various second shift positions
will also be available. Benefits include paid holidays, productivity rewards and employee appreciation events. A drug
screen, physical capabilities test and background check is
required and provided by the company. Applications to those
individuals who apply in person at the Murray BRIGGS &
STRATTON Plant at -110 Main Street between the hours of
7:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. on September 6, 2003. Applications
will remain active for 90 days. Please come prepared to
provide previous employment history and references (previous factory experience preferred). Come and join-a company
with an established reputation of excellence. BRIGGS &
STRATTON is an equal opportunity employer.

460

PIANO tuning repair, mov
FREE HBO & CINEMAX
ng and used piano's
Dish Network 2 room sat(270)415-0374
ellite system tree installed
Free' 3 months of AmeriMobile Home Lots For Sale
cas Top 100 channels
plus 13 channels of HBO
and Cinemax Free, Also 1980 Holley Park 14x70
available are local Padu- 489-2989
cah networks Call 7590901 or 877-726-4077
Beasley Antenna & Satellite For more information
1979 Holleypark 14X70,
2BR. 1 bath Partially fur160
nished $6800 Call 270Home Furnishings
210-6785
48" round dining table w/4
chairs plus bakers rack
Wrought iron & wood
$500 Wall unit entertainment center Oak Hill by
Broy Hill new $2000, asking $1000 492-8533 after
6 or leave message
ENTRY wood door, Mahoney, 36" oval window
$500 753-3248
HOUSEHOLD furnishings.
everything to keep house
I got it all! Moving-cheap
prices Call mel 753-7913
LANE sectional sofa w/htdden, dual recliners sandstone. Just. like new. Call
759-5576
LIVING room suite $300
OBO 759-1416 or 2934893
couch
MULTI-COLOR
w/pull out bed, loveseat,
chair w/ottoman $450 4362313 or 293-1505
180
Lawn & Garden
61 inch Snapper mower
489-2989
Farm Equipment
FORD 8N Tractor w/bush
hog S2300 759-4249

Apartments For Rent

Mobile Homes For Rent

MusKal

/Axles
For Sale

MOBILE homes for rent
$250/deposit
$275/rent
354-9901
NICE 2 BR Mobile home
for rent or sale no pets
753-9 6

1 Bedroom apartments all
appliances at the Oaks
Apartments Coleman RE
759-4118

1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
1980 12X60 one bedroom.
Monday.
Refrigerator, range. dishWednesday. Friday
C/H, AC
washer.
Phone 759-4984
$7000 753-4807
Equal Housing
1992 16X80 w/porches
Oppommtiy
Must be moved $9800
TDD #1-800-648-6056
Call 489-2917
2000 Clayton 16x80 3BR 2 1-2, 3br apts furnished.
bath, all electric wiapplian- near MSU House 3 & 4
753-1252 or
nice bedroom
extremely
ces,
753-0606.
$17.900 Includes moving
1BR apt available, all ap489-2525
2002 16X72 2br, 2 bath, pliances furnished Murrat Realty 753-4444
stove, refrigerator. W/D
2 BR 2 bath in Cambridge
270-842-2174
98 16X80 3 Bedroom 2 It all appliances $475 + debath, Must be moved. posit 762-0040 or 841Take over payments. 759- 1599
2 br Apt 908 Hillwood
2316
FLEETWOOD doublewide Drive. $350 month.
01' 24X56. 3 BR, 2 bath. 759-4406.
w/skirting & deck, C/H/A. 2 BR duplex on-quiet dead
Reduced to $16,000. 354- end street 'on Story Ave
9901
Central gas heat & air. ApMobile Homes For Rent
2 bedroom 1 bath. Freshly
carpet,
new
painted,
porches Yard Mowing included. No inside pets.
$275 a month plus deposit. Call (270) 623-6314

pliances furnished with w/d
hookup. No pets_ Lease &
deposit required. 753-7185
Available Oct. 1st
2 BR upstairs $295
3 BR downstairs $400
489-2296

2, 2 BR apartments, W/D
Cambridge
2 BR, 1 Bath mobile home furnished,
on 1 acre, pasture and area. One 2 BR, W/D furnished, Northwood area.
barn available, some pets
$300 month, Hardin (270) $460/mo/deposit. 270-519_1
0599
437-4322.

LIQUIDATION AUCTION
Thurs., Sept. 4, 2003•5 p.m.
At Terry's Decorating & Furniture
1306 South 12th St., Murray, KY
Across from Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
New furniture - carpet - paint - accessories - selling
to highest bidder. This is the place to redecorate
your house and refurnish your home where you set
the price. Store will remain open for business as
usual from 8 to 5. There will be auctions every
Tuesday & Thursday nights until everything is sold.
For more information call 435-4144.

2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118
4br. Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $3451 month Call
753-1970 Leave Message Equal Housing Opport unity
LARGE, 2 Bedroom, 2
bath duplex with garage
located on quiet cul de
sac All appliances including washer, dryer and microwave (270) 759-5885
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340 00
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special for
qualified applicants
753-8221
NEWLY remodeled 1 BR
apt Appliances furnished
$260/mo/deposit Call 7537953
ONE bedroom apartments,
water furnished, close to
campus. No pets. Call
753-5980
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY roomy 2BR, 2Ba
with garage, appliances
furnished, 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
Call 753-2905
330
Rooms For Rent
SLEEPING room $150
month No pets 1.5 miles
from MSU 767-9037 '
340
Houses For Rent
2 bedroom, 1 bath, large
kitchen, living room, utility,
washer, dryer, appliances,
AC, gas heat, storage
shed carport, semi-furnished $425/mo/deposit
No pets 753-7920
2 BR 1 bath garage applifurnished.
ances---$450/mo/dep. No inside
pets. 753-4663 10-5om
3 BR 1 bath NO pets, 306
S 15th St $450 month
Call 759-4826
NICE 2 BR house, large
living room & kitchen, fireplaces, gas heat, garage
lots of storage $400/mo
$200/deposit. Call 7534089
QUALITY Houses and
Apartments available for
lease. Call BS Rentals at
759-4696 or 435-4632
360
Storage Rentals

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

CREEKVIEW STORAGES20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

ESTATE AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Property

Sat., Sept. 6• 10 a.m.
At 2254 Radio Rd, Take 641 North to Radio Rd.
Watch for auction signs.
The home of the late Mr. Lee Bell and Mrs. Noveda Bell
Real Estate offered at 12 noon

This 3 bedroom - large bath - kitchen - utility room - living room with lot of hardwood floors - metal siding - storm doors & windows - new PVC water lines under
house setting on 1-1/2 acres ±. Nice extra lot on North side of house. city water
could be hooked up to
Make your lead base paint inspection prior to auction
Terms: 15% down day of auction, balance in 30 days with passing of deed
Personal Property: Old quilts - sewing machine - nice glass door pie safe - old
friendship quilt - unusual old ref bowls - amber cake stand - large turkey platter kerosene lamps - tea pitcher - tea glasses - old shaker set w/grease bowl - pitcher w/4 stem glasses & bowl - blue carnival gtass - blue dishes - old glass & china
- old snuff jars wilds - canister set w/bread box - carnival glass w/bowl on stem old coffee jar - nice Iris bowl w/sugar & creamer - blue carnival footed center bowl
- Old milk glass - cookie tar- cats paw stone pitcher - old Uncle Sam bank - hand
painted vase - candy dish - old cameras - stone jar - Blackwood Brothers picture
album - other old pictures - old & new Case knives, good old Zippo cigarette
lighters. Black Powder pistol - nice old white Lincoln drape aladdin lamp - dresser
set from Germany - lot of what not items - fancy needlework - lot of old costume
jewelry - vanity lamps - old sleepy eyed doll in good condition approx. 50 years old
in original clothes - old hand painted table lamps - old Avon bottles - Carnival glass
hen on nest - cast iron skillets - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - sofa &
chair - coffee & end tables - nice 6 leg lamp table - cassette recorder - books - 3
piece bedroom suite - old rocker- straight chair - small old lamp table - Sears vacuum cleaner - floor buffer - maple table & chairs - microwave - nice frost free ref nice electric cook stove - dough roller - stainlesS flatware - pressure canner- lot of
linens - 8 place set of Melmac - old 3 piece bedroom suite - metal closet - picnic
basket - washer & dryer - chest freezer - sewing box - flat irons - hobnail milk glass
- ruby red vase - fishing rods & reels - push garden plow - push lawn mower - carpenter tool box - old dove tail box - 14" & IT tires - old ironing board - well pulley
- wood brace & bits - masonry tools - plumber snake - small ref - old wash kettle
- hand & yard tools artp much more. Sale held rain or shine. Lunch available. Not
responsible for accidents.
For more information contact

Dan Miller - Auctioneer 435-4144
Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall
Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. *1281 Firm 2333

"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
"We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
commerical prop. for rent
RETAIL
FOR
SPACE
LEASE Prime 12th St. location in Shoppes of Murray Center. Great highway
visibility_ Only 2 adjoining
spaces left-2500 sq. ft
each. Will lease separately
or together. Call Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222.
Pets & Supplies
WELSH Corgi male pup
$175 270-382-2831
430
Real Estate
INVESTMENT Property,
Houses and Apartments
753-4109

i

liglitake Property

10 acres. 7 lots near Para
dise Resort, lake view
$30 000 767-9037
460
Homes For Sale
TBedroom, 2 bath, large
L R & Den. Lot 126'X243"
Storage bldg Completely
redecorated, new carpet &
vinyl $86.500 519 S 11th
St Call 759-1987 (cell)
293-7710

3 BR, 2 bath, brick home
with 4 83 acres, shop orchard, priced in the 70's
436.-5983-after 5 00pm
CABIN near lake. 10 min
walk $19 990 753-5731
FOR sale 3 bedroom
house on large lot, quiet
street in Hazel New vinyl
siding and roof. new thermal pane tilt out windows
and garage door 1 bath
on city water and sewer

Homes For Sale

Your Home krievement Headquarters

FOR Sale Duplex 2 BR in
Northwood $79,000 Call
759-4406
GREAT Family home, 4
bedroom 2 1/2 bath, LA.
large kitchen, den.
large fenced corner, lot in
ground pool 34X20 1519
Beckett Dr Canterbury location Call 293-0679 or
753-4190 OR 561-7429356
HOME for sale 2 bedroom
house located at 1409
Vine St near Murray State
University 270-492-8861
KINGSWOOD 3 bedroom.
2 bath newly decorated
landscaped
Beautifully
with lighted garden pond
Fenced backyard, new
roof Big lot with storage
building. Call 293-3090 or
759-0890
MUST SELL! 3 BR w/offloe 3600 sq ft with 8 1
acres north of town. Call
753-4094

David's Cleaning
Services

&
Order by //
pick up next day.

•• We Specialize in Cleaning""
Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
Use Utot Water *Parking Lots & Dnveways

*Vinyl Siding &Fencing 'Mobile

•We

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gouge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available

Phone (270) 767-0313
(270) 527-7176

David Borders

-800-

voith Brother,
ree Service

•r

436-5744

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash Visa Mastercard also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

,
- 4

sphalt Doctor

Worm's Turf & Trees

TOTAL ASPHAl I MAIN I ENANcE

Commercial — Residential — Industrial

2000 Explorer $9000 •99
Grand Cherokee, leather
$11.000 *95 Chevy Extended Z71 $8900 C&K
Motors (270)674-5602 or
853-1108 Trades Welcome

=

Wiggins Furniture

Asphalt
1992 Ford Explorer 4wd, 4
door, white, all power
$2500 527-1265

Call Metal Mall
-9064 • 270-247-

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price'
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

- Full Line of Equipment Licensed & Insured
-

Sport Utility Vehicles

in most colors

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding .

Motorcycles & ATV's
89 Yamaha Virago 9700
miles $2000 Call 7537995

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

Murray, Kentucky

• ASPHALT SEALCOATING •
Using onlv premium commercial sealer outlasting all the it-4
• PARKING LOT SWEEPING •
Vacuum Truck & Power Broom
• STRIPING •
Compare Workmanship, Prices & Check References
Fully Insured — free Estimates — 2.5 Years Experience

Sod Installation•Pickup • Delivery
Office (270) 435-4090
Toll Free (800) 910-0070

Call Ronnie Geurin at 270-759-1953
ye5 We Do Make House Calls!

CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET
Used Cars
1996 Pontiac Trans AM
Excellent condition 5 7 liter, V-8, 70,000 miles
$9500 (270)832-6666
1997 ford Taurus LX, all
leather, 121,000 miles
489-2635 or 293-3874
2000 grand am $700
down, $255/24mo •98
down.
$500
Contour
$168/24mo. Bad credit
0 K. with verifiable employment C&K Motors.
(270)674-5602 or 8531108 Trades Welcome
2000 Mercury Grand Marquis LS, white, excellent
condition, loaded, 62,000
Mi $11,500 489-2505
2002 Mustang Convertible
V-6, auto, loaded, 28,000
miles. Retail $18,250.
Make offer 293-2408
93' Ford Taurus •91' Buick
each
$1500
LaSabre
(270)382-2642
98' Plymouth Voyager.
Take over payments. Less
than 75,000 miles. Call
753-1967

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?
4 y53- E. 28.,
uw Do! 37

D.G.

VV

Landscaping & Nursery LLC

wrzgri•ixot•i_e_AAs_i,m=tmkal

150
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7ers

Over

Visit Our Showroom Today

•Parking Lot Sweeping
•2003 Tymco Airsweeper
•Quality Workmanship Guaranteed
•References Available

tipktif
CARPET & Fl OR CGVERING53
Key 641 -1-112 Mies South at Murray to Tom Taylor Row Right ISM yards
CERAMIC TILE •COOP TILE • VINYL• HARDWOOD •CARPET

Free Estimates 753-2210

CI p
'D

Lop

LIE
'3

--

AA
A4AP
--7-41
- ' 12?"-T7
'
ica,s2sal2
'

.000411110001101.1°.;LECTRIC
Full Service Electrical Contractors

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
SERVICE WORK
• Parking Lot Lighting • Outdoor Signs
• Restaurant Equipment Maintenance

John W. Hudson (270) 753-9562
Prompt Service • Customer Satisfaction • Quality Work

Tom

rJ

wvAv.apluscleaning.into

c, 270-767-0052 c. ,

ujajorojacsnjjmojnjssiajaE CI]

VANCE

$01)1,16

Vans

GENERAL
1993 Chevy Astro Van,
Ex.. V-6 rear air, excellent
condition. $4000 1-270after
Call
435-4592.
6:30.m

1984 CJ-7: 304 V-8, 5 spd
trans. Dana 300 transfer
case, Dana 44 rear end,
4"lift,
steering.
Pwr
35/12.50-15 mud tires,
15X10 Aluminum wheels.
$3200. Call 293-4885
1992 Red Jeep Wrangler,
super. sharp, extra clean,
conditon,
excellent
11XXXX mi. $5,650 OBO.
Call 751-2168 or 751-8854
1995 3/4 ton, Chevrolet, 4
WD $7500 753-4276
1995 GMC sonoma, ext
cab, excellent condition.
Call 759-1569 after 5 m
1996 Ford Ranger automatic, black, 6 cylinder.
H/AC, radio/cassette, bedliner, toolbox, sliding rear
window. Excellent condition 54.750 Call 753-7852
1997 Dodge Ram Sport,
4WD, black. Call 435-4201
after 5 00 m
1997 GMC Sierra P/U
crew cab, Tonneau cover,
excellent condition, 81.000
Mi 753-2604
2002 Nissan Pathfinder
LE, 4X4, pearl white, heated leather seats, moon
roof, rear DVD entertainment system, 14K miles
$23000 Call 759-1852
88' Jeep Comanche 4 0
Ltr, 5spd, 4X4, air. CD radio, toolbox, $2300 OBO
759-9473
97' CHEVY 1/2 TON
$5 500 1731)641-0591
99' Z71 Silverado w/camper, ext cab, long bed,
31.000 miles Will separate the cab $20.000 7538

18FT. Stratos, V6-150hp
Johnson. 527-6918 after
500

853-1172 THERAPEUTIC
Murray
MASSAGE
www thegoldentouch us

767-9036

CONTRACTING
1;

994-0388

Window de?Din
Licensed
'
Insured
'

'Residential
'Commercial

• Additions • New Homes • Remodeling
• Custom Bath and Kitchens • Ceramic Tile
• Fences • Deck & Sunrooms
• All Types of Roofing

(270) 293-5170(Mobile)

Insured - Quality References Available

\WWW SONLIGHTWINDOWCLEANIV3 COM/

A AFFORDABLE HAULING, cleaning out garages,
gutters, junk, tree work
436-5141
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING cleaning out garage,
gutters, junk & tree work
436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
753-3594
Free Estimates
CUSTOM built furniture
30 years exp. Quality
work. guaranteed. Call
Don (270) 753-8154.
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Pole Barns, MetBuildings, Fencing.
al
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860. 753-1194
AFFORDABLE
Mower repair.
Pickup/delivery.
Work guaranteed Joe
436-2867
ALL around garbage pickup 436-2867
ENGER Carpet Binding
Since 1991
436-2347

Asphalt Sealcoating
TRAVIS ASPHALT
"Commercial
'Residential
*Industrial
Hot-melt crackfilling
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel,
white rock
436-2113
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
'Bush Hogging•Tilling
(270)436-5277
CALL me to fix your leaky
faucets other minor plumbing and carpentry plus
painting
Reasonable
rates references given
Phone 435-4682
CONCRETE
Finishing Driveways.
Sidewalks, Patios
Free Estimate
(270)435-4619
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll. Owner
Phone 270-492-6159 or
293-0163

New
Carpentry
ALL
Homes, add on's, garages.
DEPENDABLE Lawn
pole barns, home & mobile
Care Service
home repair, water & ter- •Lawn Establishment
mite damage, screened 'Tractor Tilling
porches, sun rooms Lic- •Fertilizing *Mowing
ened-insured Larry Nimmo .Aerating 'Mulching
•Bushhogging
753-9372 or 753-0353
*Grader Blade Work
Free estimates
ASPHALT Paving
Bob Wallace
Seal Coating
753-6491
striping & hauling
Mitchell Bro's Paving
DNJ HANDYMAN
759-0501
We do all the odd jobs you
753-1537
don't have time for
435-4628
Murray-Calloway Co
LAWNS mowed
NEW NUMBER
Call 489-2989
293-5438

DOZER AND BACK HOE
WORK & CLEAN-UP
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753-9503
FUTRELL S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding firewood Insured 489-2839
HAULING
Cleaning out garages
sheds, carport atics,
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb
HOUSE & ROOF
WASHING
Experience and
Professional Equipment.
Quality work at
a reasonable price
Insured
527-5974

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing. Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters 7532592
LAWN
YARD-TECH
CARE. We have fall overseeding specials. spraying
available 437-4407
660
Free Column
mixed
puppies
FREE
breed 8 wks old 270-3549456
FREE kittens to good
home Call 759-3229
400

JUNK/ RUBBISH
Removal, we'll haul away
anything Clean outs.
Odd jobs Interior Painting
Discounts.
Senior
(270)489-2583
LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
'Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
rep-loyal
-Free s,timates
•Wrinkle Repair
'Quick Drying
753-5827
ROOF REPAIRS
Complete new roofing
Metal. rubber shingles
for prompt & professional
service call
CARTER ROOFING
Hazel 492-8688
Puryear 247-3086
SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484.
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
t270)436-2113

Yard Sale

ESTATE
YARD SALE
1203 Tom Taylor
Trl,
Sept. 5 & 6
7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Furniture, kitchen
items, clothes, deep
freeze. washer &
dryer. dishes, pickup
truck, new gas dryer
& more.

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
1605 Belmont Dr.
Sat., Sept. 6th
7 a.m.
Miscellaneous
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Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds

Check us out on the Web!

Statewide
Classifieds

SUMMER
•DRIVERS
•ATTENTIONII Trucking
•DRIVEROWNER OPER- SPECIAL TUITION-PAID
Companies Need Drivers
No CrEktit
ATORS $2000 Sign-On TRAINING

GARAGE SALE
Thursday & Friday 6:30 a.m. - ?
121 So. 3 miles to Applewood
turn left, go 1 mile,
trailer on right.
Computers, furniture, clothes &
shoes of all sizes, Little Tikes &
Fisher Price things, a few baby
things.
GARAGE SALE
410 Oakcrest Drive
(East Y Subdivision)
Friday. September 5
Sale starts at 6 a.m. sharp.
Rain or Shine!

CARPORT
SALE
12 Radio Rd.
Almo
Fri., Sept. 5th
Sat.. Sept. 6th
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Too much tc
mention'

YARD SALE
Henry Street
Murray •
Sat., Sept. 6th
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

1405

Multi-family sale with lots of variety'
Furniture, fishing equipment and supplies.
clothing for children and adults, multiple
sizes, shoes, dishes, knick knacks, lamps
pots and pans, and other miscellaneous
:terns too numerous to list.

Cherry finish table,
washer/dryer,
appliances & much
more. Proceeds
benefit FCA/Athletes
.n Action at MSU.

CARPORT SALE
94W to Lynn Grove

BENEFIT SALE
For Darlene
McWherter
114 Stokes

YARD
SALE
1/10 mile 94W
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. till?
Sewing machines
lots of clothes.
pictures. knick
knacks. washer

- YARD SALE
725 Radio Rd.
In Almo
Thurs.-Sat.
Sept. 5. 6 & 7
7 a.m. - ?
Plus size women's
clothes, boy's
clothes, old books
glassware. some
antiques and a whole

right 893, right on
Workman Rd.,
second house on

right.
Fri. 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Don't miss this'
Moving Remodeling
Too much to
mention!

Puryear
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Wedding dress.
plantation type
dresses, formals,
children's, teens,
& Plus sizes,
lots of treasures.

YARD SALE
Fri., Sept. 5 & Sat.. Sept. 6
Turn beside Aurora Electric in Aurora
on Beal Rd. Follow signs.
Something for everyone!!! Laying hens,
white peacocks, golden pheasants,
clothes, kids to adult sizes, furniture, baby
items. car stereo AMP and subs. Also a
1980 F-100 Ford Truck & a 1985 Dodge
Van-for stie7-Bon!s-rhiss-outl-l-!--

12 HOUR HUGE
YARD SALE
Friday, Sept. 5•6 a.m.-6 p.m.
94W to Old Lynn Grove Rd..
Follow Signs
Lots of nice women's clothes,
shoes, little girl's clothes, toys.
household items, bed linens.
computer, and much more.

2 FAMILY
YARD
SALE

Professional Truck Driving
School Recruits for 36
National Carriers Including
Werner-TMC-Star
Recruiters on Site Train
0,1th the Professionals in
Jnly 16 Days 800-3989908

Owner
for
Bonus
Operators
Great
Freight/Miles Must have
CDL-Al 1 year OTR Call
Apply
800-473-5581
online
www robersondrivers corn EOE

*DRIVERS CDL DRIVERS
NEEDED! Up to 34 cpm to
start, benefits, flatbed training, Cony. Fleet 1 yr verifiable OTR wiclean record
Call 800-828-8338 US
*DRIVERS -Teams
Trucking/Landstar
Express
Western
=
*DRIVERS: CFI-NEW PAY
Solid
Success
Miles
PLAN!! 3-6 mos exp. $.28.
Home
Reliable
Time,
6-12 mos. exp. $.30' 1 yr
Competitive Pay, Benefits
exp. 5.32 NOW HIRING'
Package. Paid Vacation,
0/0,
•DRIVER-Start at 34e/mile Company,
Class A-CDL, 22 years old.
SolorTeam.
1 -800-CFIGuaranteed home time
good MVR 877-316-7100
Pay on delivery Dedicated DRIVE www.ctidrive corn
available
Owner •DRIVERSEHoMe Weekly. •NO NEW YORK CITY, NO
Operators Welcome USA 2500-3000 miles, sched- Canada, Home every
weekend
Company
Truck 800-237-4642
uled
raises,
Drivers
up
to
$ 36
load/unload/drop
pay,
ben•DRIVER/OWNER OPER(includes bonuses), excelATOR-Up to $2500 Sign- efits. assigned convention- lent benefits Independent
On Bonus! Flatbed. Owner als. Some Regional avail- Contractors $ 83 and $ 86
Operator (Discount Parts & able 800-942-2104 exten- package, fuel surcharge
Service), Company. and sions 237, 238. 243 Lease purchase 30 months
Lease Purchase Great wwwtotalms.com EOE
0 out CDL-A, 2 years OTR
Pay.
Bonuses
experience required 1Hometime' Boyd Bros.
800-948-6766 www.epes688-617-7898
transport corn
•DRIVER-COVENANT
TRANSPORT
Teams,
Teams. Teams We need
teams for the long haul
Owner
Operators,
Experienced
Drivers,
Solos,
Teams
and
Graduate Students Call 1888-MOREPAY
(1-888667-3729).

•A SODA/SNACK VENDING Outstanding Business
Opportunity.
Minimum
Investment $3500 Weekly
Profits up to $1500' Call
Now 1-888-292-4520

*HELP WANTED. Home
and Garden Party plan. No
Deliveries. Quotas or
Inventory. 30%/40% commission. Bonus for recruiting and fund raising available. Call Kay 270-7492626_

Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort From 539 1-2 p. or
arrive
Sun/Mon-FREE
night Restrictions. Pools.
river ride. Jacuzzi, tiki bar.
800-488-8828 www.sandpiperbeacon corn

SPORTING/SPORTING
GOODS

*ATTENTION HOMEOWNERS
Display
Homes
Wanted for Vinyl Siding
Replacement Windows. No
Payments
until 2004
Payments
Starling
at
$89.00 per month All credit qualifies. Call 1-800-2510843

*IDEAL
GIFTS
BY
FRIENDLY has openings
BLOSSOM
for party plan advisors. Call •CHERRY
about our New Manager GOLF AND COUNTRY
Program. Decor, Gifts, CLUB, Georgetown, KY
Toys,
Cash.
Trips. Golf Digest Voted us Best
Recognition
1-800-488- in State, #9! Join us for
your next round or Outing'
4
8
7
5
Call 502-570-9849
www fnendlyhome corn
TRUCK DRIVERS
REAL ESTATE/REAL
HELP WANTED
ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE

•LAKE BARGAIN $24.900. •16-DAY CAREER TRAIN-

BUSINESS SERVICES

Free covered boat slip' ING-DRIVER TRAINEES
Gently sloping lake view WANTED TODAY! CLASSRefresher
parcel w/nice mix of low A CDL &
rolling meadows & trees Training. Nationwide Job
Assistance
Abuts national forest on Placement
35.000 acre recreational Companies Hiring Today &
Tuition
lake in Tenn. Paved roads. Offering
Rermbursement
1-800water,
more
sewer.
Excellent financing. Call 883-0171 DELTAACADEnow 1-800-704-3154 ext MY COM
*WOLFF TANNING BEDS 490 Sunset Bay. LLC
*DRIVER -KNIGHT
AFFORDABLE 'CONVETRANSPORTATION We
*LAKEFRONT
LOG
HOME
NIENT Tan At Home
For You' •Flexible
Work
3,150
sq. ft/3 2 acre
Payments
From
Routing & Pre-Plan 'Daily
Beautiful
S134.900.
new
525/month FREE ColorPay •Min 2500 miles/week
Catalog Call Today 1-800- 3.150 sq ft authentic lake- 'Great Home Time (Out
51 1 - 0 1 5 8 front log home on 3.2 acres
6 Days) •Pre-Pass Call
w/gorgeous
long
range
www rip.etstan corn
views, lake access, perfect For Details' 888-346-4639
HELP WANTED
getaway Must see Call www knighttrans corn

*FREE 3-ROOM DIRECTV
SYSTEM
INCLUDING
INSTALLATION! Subscribe
to -NFL-Sunday Ticket" get
4 months FREE programming Access 225+ TV
Channels. Digital quality
picture/sound.
Limited
offer 1-800-208-4617

*BIG EXPLOSIVE MARKETING CAMPAIGN has
created lot's and lot's of
leads Sales representatives we're so confident in
our leads, we pay you to
run them even if you don t
sell
Are
Selfyou
Motivated,
Positive
Person'? Are you presently
earning 51.00011,500 per
week'?
We
offerEGuaranteed income.
$2.000 Sion On Bonus, A
Solid Training Program With a Guarantee 2-3 PreSet Qualified. Confirmed
Leads Daily, Craftmatic
Adjustable Beds Call 24/7
for Additional Information
1-877-392-4980

now
(800)
Ext 335.

770-9311

*DRIVERS
NEEDED'
Sign-On
Bonus,
Top
Industry Pay. Additional
Income Programs, Full
Benefits
Package
Assigned trucks during orientation to drive home. 6
months experience 800441-4271 ext -ET135

•NEW LAKE HOME LAKE
CUMBERLAND.
KY
$89.900 Newly built. cedar
sided home never lived in.
fully furnished wiscreened
in patio, huge deck. fireplace. Jacuzzi tub, great
views, much more' Call •5 40 . MILE-AVERAGE
800-770-9311 ext 971
Si 000/WK However you
view it, it's the top-pay in
RESORTS RENTALS
the
industry.. Newest
*MYRTLE BEACH. SC Equipment'
'Christmas Gift Idea' Hometime'
Everything'
Beachsands Inn
live Heartland Express 1-800Night Couple Special 441-4953 www heartland$99.00, Five Night Family express rum
Special $19900 $5000
holds reservations for next
year 1-800-331-7300

RA/N EMD
SPRINKLER SYSTEMS
tailed Locally By

TIM

EMONS

• Residential/Certrimer(- i al • Free Estimates

435-4776
'THE AREA'S LIADER IN IRRIGATION FOR 24 YEARS"

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
We Service Al! Brands"

212 East Main St. • 753-1586

You provide the love.

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Sept. 5,
2003:
Sometimes you get so focused on a particular goal that you lose sight of the big
picture. You need to pull back frequently
in order to review; where you are and
what you want. Your creative Juices flow
in an -Unprecedented manner this year.
you want, you can have;just go for
as much as possible as you enter a very
special luck cycle. Recognize that you
cannot have what you want unless you
know what it is. Drop the word "no"
from your vocabulary. If you are single, a
relationship will become a definite part
of your life, if you want that as an experience. If you are attached, sometimes
year-siginfiettni-other doesn't want to do
the same thing as you. Make it OK.
CAPRICORN helps you see alternatives.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Don't allow pressure to get to
you. Fatigue could be-a bit heavy, so you
lengthy break. Others
—1719 Metrose-Dr. --need—to--take--a
demand a lot, and you produce. Heavy
Sat.. Sept. 6
obligations seem to follow you no matter
what direction you head in. Tonight:
7 a.m.-11 a.m.
Count on it being a late night.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Allow more feedback. Above
SUBSCRIBE TO THE MURRAY LEDGER1 all, don't shut down unnecessarily, even
if you feel like it. Sometimes a break,
& TIMES TODAY BY CALLING 753-1916
like taking a walk or just getting a breath
of fresh air, changes the environment
around you. Make a long-distance call to
catch up on another's news. Tonight:
Statewide
Statewide
Statewide
Classifieds
Classifieds
Classifieds
Split ASAP.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*PANAMA CITY BEACH. ***** Your ability to read between
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the lines helps someone come forward
and share more of him- or herself. At
times you could feel exhausted. Count on
a partner to pitch in and make the job a
lot easier. Tonight: Go along with a loved
one's requests.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Let others make an effort for
you. Visualize more of what you want
from others, and start asking for it. You
might be surprised at the possibilities
that come forward. Others seek you out.
Know when to close your door to get
your work done. Tonight: Say "yes."
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Get into work, even if you're not
in the mood. You might want to make
plans that allow you to take some time
off, if not today then in the very near
future. You too need a rest sometimes
Think carefully about the pros and cons
of a personal matter. Tonight: Get some
extra zzz's.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** * Sometimes you are so
focused on your goals that you might
lose sight of the bigger picture. Take
some time to look around and get a better sense of what is going on. A little caring goes a long way in a personal relationship. Tonight: Be a romantic.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You could be unduly pushed by
someone you care about. Think in terms
.of moving a project along Touch base
with someone you care about and explain
how important he or she is, but also
explain your professional demands.
Tonight Be a duo.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You could feel uptight about
news that heads your way. You might not
be sure what you want Or expect. Open
i.r con\ crsation rather than feeling off

kilter. Clear off your desk; check for a
message that could have gotten lost in
the shuffle. Tonight: Let it all hang out
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You might feel the crunch financially, as someone puts the clamp on you
Recognize your limits right now, and
stick to them. Someone might try to talk
you into art expenditure. Stall for the
moment. Tonight: Take a quick look at
your budget.
_CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You're all smiles, and as a
result, you handle an ongoing situation
differently. Someone in your immediate
environment could be unusually tough or
difficult. Take an overview. Walk in this
person's shoes. Tonight: Try something
very different.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Recognize when exhaustion
sets in and you need to pull back. Clear
out as much work as you can. Call it an
early day if possible. The break will do
you a lot of good. A partner is unusually
supportive. Tonight: Make nice.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** When someone says what is
on his or her mind, he or she means business. Reach out for a friend you really
care about. Please don't stand on ceremony. As a result, there is greater giveand-take. The only answer is "yes."
Tonight: Go along with others' plans.

Warm hugs when the Little League team loses. Healing
kisses on a skinned knee. Your kids know you'll be there
for their little problems and their big ones. Isn't it good
to know that we'll be there for them too'

HAROLD JACK ROMAINE
105 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

Shelter Lite Insurance Company
Columbia, MO
www.shelterinsurancesom
Policy #1-096 (1-096.1 in Louisiana,
1-096 2 in Nebraska, 1-096.3 in Oklahoma)
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The Murray Ledger & Times
wants to give a special thanks to all
of our newspaper carriers!
Jim Noles
Rodney Lamb
Dave Godar
Dawn Kinsolving
Tammy Stom
Barry Edwards
Donnie Cohoon
David Stom
Bill Holland
Pat Mitchuson
Roy Thorn
Melissa James
Rick Lanham

Thank you for
all your
hard work
and
dedication!
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Can you help put
to rest a debate that has been in our
marriage for 20 years? What is the
frequency of normal sex for a couple?
I'm looking for an honest., reasonable
answer. Is weekly, every other week
or even once a month realistic?
- DEAR READER: After almost 40
years in practice, l',m still unable to
give a consistent answer to this question, which I am often asked. There is
simply too much individual variation
in behavior.
Most couples strike a balance that
works for them, depending on their
ages and personal needs. I know some
couples in their 60s who enjoy sex several times a week. For them, this pattern is ideal; it suits them. On the
other hand, I also know couples in
their 30s and 40s who have sex once
or twice a month. While this may not
appeal much to the average person,
they are happy with the arrangement.
It goes without saying that younger
people usually have more frequent
sex than do middle-aged coupla. But,
over time, this pattern changes,
because of age, familiarity, illness or
other factors. Some people are more
"sexy" than others, who can take it or
leave it. Mottidults vary in their sexual activity: less when they are
stressed or tired, more when they are
relaxed or on vacation.
If pressed, I'd say that the majority
of healthy, middle-aged adults enjoy
sex once or twice a week, on average.
Understandably, there are many people whose patterns fall outside this
average. This is not "abnormal."
Couples who can't seem to agree on
an appropriate schedule can often be
helped by counseling.
The important feature to remember, I suppose, is not the frequency of
the sex act. Rather, it's the quality of
the event and what it means to the
participants. Mechanical,frequent sex

DEAR ABBY: I'm writing to raise
awareness about a serious and widespread problem — student credit
card debt. Young adults, who are
often "credit card illiterate," are inundated with credit card offers once
they set foot on college campuses.
Parents need to understand that
their college-bound teens will be able
to obtain multiple credit cards even if
is not as appealing to most of us as is they have no prior credit history, no
the sensitive expression of emotional employment and no co-signer. Many
and physical, closeness, reflecting students then face life-altering consequences because of excessive credit
respect, love and intimacy.
Therefore, almost any pattern of card debt, such as dropping out of
school, defaulting on school loans, or
frequency is "realistic." Sorry, that's graduating with a poor credit rating
the best I can do.
Let's talk about a more manageable or looming bankruptcy. Credit card
topic, such as how often people eat debt can also cause psychological
depression and contribute to lower
chocolate.
To give you related information. I GPAs and increased substance abuse.
It is vital that parents educate
am sending you a copy of my Health
their
children about responsible
Report "Where to Find Sex
Information." Other readers who credit card Use before they leave for
would like a copy should send a long, college. Financial literacy should
self-addressed, stamped envelope and „also be taught in high schools so
$2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, 1.-Vhat young adults fully understand
Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure to men- the costs of credit and the consequences of irresponsible credit card
tion the title.
use. Students who graduate with
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is it possible to poor credit ratings are likely to have
remove abdominal fat and use it in difficulty renting apartments and
another area of the body, such as the receiving competitive-rate loans.
calves of the legs? I suppose- thisis-- They may even have limited
more a daydream than a possibility, employment opportunities.
but I'm interested in your opinion. Thank you for sharing -this-DEAR READER: Body fat can be important information with your
transplanted from one part of the readers
CAROL A. CAROLAN,Ph.D.,
body to another, much as any tissue
can, providing appropriate blood cir- CENTER FOR STUDENT CREDIT
CARD EDUCATION INC.
culation is maintained.
Fat transplants are not routinely
DEAR DR. CAROLAN: I
performed because there is no reason
to do so. Fat cannot masquerade as hope both parents and stumuscle; hence, most reconstructive dents will heed your message.
surgery to accentuate the chest and An important lesson learned
legs utilizes prosthetic material, such last year by a college senior
as silicone or plastic molds filled with bears repeating. Read on:
water.
DEAR ABBY: In my freshman
year, I was bombarded with credit
Copyright 2003, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
card applications promising great
rates and free merchandise for
signing up. I couldn't resist accepting, but promised myself-I would use
credit cards only for emergencies.
I am now about to graduate and
owe several thousand dollars on my
credit cards and have nothing to
show for it. If I pay only the minimum each month, it will take me 12
years to pay off what I owe. I wish I
had been given the following tips:
(I)Live within your means.
(2) If you cannot pay cash for a
meal at a restaurant,do not eat Out.
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ties as minister of Seventh & Poplar
Published
years ago
is a picture of Mark Church of Christ. succeeding Roy
Anderson', Woodmen of the World Beasley Jr. who left in June for his
fraternal coordinator in West Ken- Jae* work in Indiana..
Murray High Tigers played to a
tucky. replacing the tAltered flag in
front of the Weaks Community tie of 7-7 ,with Reidlanti High in
Center. The photo was by Staff 'Murray's opening football game.
40 years ago
Photographer Stacey Crook.. - •
Joe Pat James. Hoyt Roberts.
The local chapter of Habitat for
Key. Henry Fulton. EdHurpphrey
Humanity will soon begin work on
its second house, located on the 500 win Cain and Dr. Conrad Jones are
serving as members of Murray
block of Pine Street.
Births reported include a boy to Board for Unsafe Housing and
Traci and Mark Choate, Aug. 28; a Building Code.
Reeent-births reported at Murray -boy ot Rebecca and Brent Cain,
Eat at the school cafeteria or make
a sandwich.
Aug. 29; a girl to Lisa and Sammy Hospital include a" boy to Mr. and
(3) The new CD or DVD you
Craig and a girl to Crystal and Jef- Mrs. Arlie Ray Ross, a boy to Mr..
want will still be around when you
and Mrs. John Weyers and a girl to
frey Jones. Aug. 30.
can affonj it. Listen to the radio or
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Pritchett.
20 years ago •
rent a movie.
Jim Adams 1GA Grocery at..
Published
is
a
picture
of
the
(4)Rather than going to a club or
Steering committee for - writing' a Chestnut and North 10th Streets.
movie with a group of friends, find
science scope and sequence plan for Murray. is holding its grand openinexpensive activities (like playing
cards or board games) and spend
the Murray City Schools. Members ing today and will continue through
your evening enjoying them. You'll
are Supt. Robert Glin Jeffrey. Cur- Sept. 8.
be amazed at what you can save.
riculum director Doralyn Lanier,
50 years ago
(5) If your college offers a class on
Pat McMullin. Jerry Shelton. Bill
Murray Church of C'hrist has :incards
—
credit
credit
and
managing
Wells, Barbara Wildey and Pam nounced that a new church will he
take it! If you have already resolved
Cartwright.
opened on North 15th Street with
never to rely on credit, it will reinforce
' Navy Seaman Recruit Jeffrey W. •Bro. Ernest Clevenger as minister.
that intelligent decision.
McKennie has completed recruit The local church will-aid -the n
I hope you deem this letter
--important enough to print, Abby. training at the Naval Training Cen- church until it becomes financially .
Credit card debt is a huge problem_ ter, San D
-Cali
independent -however the church
for many college students. I should _ Births reported include_a_girl to
will be a separate church_entirely. _
know; I'm one ofthem.
Roger
and
Vickie
Holland.
Aug.
20.
Pvt. Zane E. Cunningham, son of
COLLEGE SENIOR WHO
30 years ago
LEARNED THE HARD WAY
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunningham. is
James (Jim) Davis of Owensboro statioried with the Army at Fort Lee.
has been named a member of the Va.
e
Murray State- University Board of
Recent births reported include a
Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Regents
replacing E.G.- - Adams boy'to Mi. and Mrs. Albert Franklin
Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
whose term has expired. He was ap- Jr., a girl to Mr. and- Mrs. Leonard
Phillips, and was founded by her mother,
pointed by Gov. Wendell Ford,--Kirksey and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Davis is a 1940 graduate of Murray Melvin Lane.
Los Angeles, CA 90069.
'State.
•
John Dale has assumed the du-

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Astute Detective Work
West dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•A Q6
VQ
•8 5 4
+A J 9 7 3 2
WEST
EAST
4 10 9 732
+85
V76 5
VAJ 84 3
•6 3
.-AKJ 92
+Q 8 4
+10
SOUTH
•K J 4
V K 10 9 2
•Q 10 7
+K 6 5
The bidding:
South
West
North East
2+
Pass2-NT
1V
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead -- king of diamonds.

afford to lose the lead, which in turn
means you must bring home the
clubs to make the contact. At the
moment, though, it's not clear
whether you should first play the
king or the ace.
To try to solve this problem, you
start by cashing the K-Q of spades.
When West -follows suit to- both
spade leads, you are in a far better
position to judge how to play the
clubs.
It now appears likely that West
started with two spades, five hearts
and five diamonds, which leaves him
with at most one club. You therefore
must hope that West's singleton club
is either the queen or the ten.
Accordingly, you next cash the
ace ofclubs. After West produces the
ten, you lead the jack from dummy,
and when East follows with the
eight, you confidently finesse. When
West discards a heart, all the trouble
you took to clarify West's distribution is rewarded, and you end up
making four notriunp.
Observe that if you had mechanically cashed the king ofclubs at trick
four without bothering to play two
rounds of spades first, you would
have gone down instead of making
the contract. Your astute detective
work in spades solved the club prob:em quite neatly.

Assume you get to three notrump
on the bidding shown and West leads
the K-A-J of diamonds. When East
discards a spade on the third diamond, you learn that West started
with five'fairly robust diamonds, and
because West opened the bidding
with one heart, you conclude that he
must have at least five hearts as well.
Having assimilated this information, you must now decide how to
proceed. Obviously, you cannot

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

CROSSWORDS
44 Thumb a ride
46 Science rooms
48 Beijing name
50 Louis and
Frazier
51 GI address
53 Shine
55 Pie filling
58 Zone
61 Low-value coin
62 Car's need
64 Zen riddle
65 Those elected
66 Strong haulers
67 Newlywed title
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MICHAEL?WHAT HAPPENED?
I WENT TO THE
F.IA&AZINE OFFICES
To COOFRONT
MITCH
FRE-NUM
BUT HE'S
BEEN ,
F RED!

Ft or WC)FtSEC)
PSCTUALLY,HE'S TAKEN A

LEAVE- OF ABSENCE,BUT
THE PUBLISHER DOESN'T
WANT HIM BACK,So
WS THE.sAme

I 'THINK THEY'f2E GOING.lb
OFFER ME- HIS 30B,DEEWOULD MAKE. ME
SENIOR EDITOR!
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I DuNt.10 I'M ATA
LOSS Foe WORDS,

1 Guitarist
— Paul
4 Window part
. 8 Where tigers
pace
11 Promise
13 Scraped by
14 Devotee
15 Tiny particles
17 Muffin morsel
19 Cease-fire
21 Bridegroom
22 Molokai
neighbor

24 Fleming or
Woosnam
26 Apple seeds
29 Helen,
in Spanish
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IT! I APPRECIATE IT '
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By The Associated Press
. Today iL_Thursday,- Sep114, the
247th day. of 2003, The= are 1113
_
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 4, 1781, Los Angeles
was founded by Spanish settlers.
On this date:
In 1888, George Eastman received a patent for his roll-film
camera and registered his trade-,
mark: Kodak.
In 1893, English author Beatrix
Potter first told the story of Peter
Rabbit in a "picture letter" to Noel
Moore, the son of Potter's former
governess.
'
In 1948, Queen Wilhehnina abdicated the Dutch throne for health
reasons.
In 1957, Ford Motor Co. began
selling itS111.fated Usti.
Five years ago: During a visit to
Ireland, President Clinton said the
words "I'm sorry" for the first time
about his affair with Monica Lewinsky, describing his behavior as ifidefensible.
One year ago: President Bush
promised to seek Congress• approval for "whatever is necessary"
to oust Saddam Hussein including
using military force. Secretary of
State Colin Powell was heckled by
dozens of activists on the closing
day of the World Summit in South
Africa as he defended America's record on the environment and helping the developing world. Texas
cocktail waitress and aspiring pop
star Kelly Clarkson was voted the
first "American Idol" at the conclusion of the Fox TV series.

Feature Syndicate, Inc

10 Slugger
Mel —
12 Adding staff
16 Frat letter
18 Baby's seat
20 Wa er, in Paris

ll7

17

•UU30

2003 united

14

16

34

9-4

13

22
29

lEICH
NYC
OTLIP
EEO CAFE
BURY
K I LN
HAN
SEAR
DRY
SNEER
LAD
PUREE
UMBRAGE
MAMA
BIN
RAJA
FIIIF
ADDS
ELATION
VEX ORGAN
BYFAR
BUD
UPON
YULE EBB
RIO METE
URAL
SGT
ESSE
KNOT

1 Hearths need
2 Flair for music
3 Marble figure
4 "My Cousin
Vinny star
5 Nome's St.
6 Just out
7 Dutch cheese
8 Summer flower
9 Columbus
campus

3

ii

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

31 Ms. Hagen
33 Muhammad —
34 Computer dept.
35 Band booking
37 Villain's laugh
39 Silver, in chem.
40 "So!"
42 — Piaines, Ill.

SOMEDAY, TREE, WHEN
> YOU GROW BIG ENOUGH,
I MIGHT CLIMB YOU!
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22 Reward
for bravery
23 — male (wolf
pack leader)
25 Last degree
27 Whereabouts
28 Moans
30 Give alms
32 0oh and —
36 Sparkler
38 Commandeer
41 Early

calculator
43 Wane
45 Powwow drum
(hyph.)
47 Health club
49 Novelist
Tillie —
52 Suspicious of
54 MIT grad,
maybe
55 Air pump

meas.
56 Untold
centuries
57 Ice-hockey
team
59 Rowboat need
60 Hosp. workers
63 COrleerdiN

(Puryear. Buchanan & Pans)

$66.50
$83.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

Other Mail Subscriptions
$71.50
3 mo.
$88.00
6 mo.
$136.00
1 yr.
Check

Money Order

Visa

SVC

Name

St. Address —

-

City
State
Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with
payment to.
Murray Ledger & Times
- P.O. Box 1940
Murray, KY 42071
Or call
(270) 753-1916
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Thursday, September 4, 2003

Alexander play chosen for festival
[he work ot tour playwrights
will be featured in the 14th West
Kentucky Playwrights _festival.
Friday and Saturday nights. Sept. 26
and 27. Playhouse in the Park in
Murray hosts the Friday night readings, and the Market House's Studio
Theatre, in Paducah will sponsor the
readings on Saturday.' Both are at
7:10 p.m. .
Playwright Karen Willis, from
Muhlenburg County. has written two
short pieces that are translations of
popular Shakespearean .speeches.
Constance Alexander, Murray,
wrote "The Way Home," a spoken
opera that weaves together the stories of two women from .western.
Kentucky who are fighting cancer.
The readings of Willis and
Alexander's works will be
Murray's Playhouse in the Park at
7:30 on Friday. September 26.
On Saturday night, Sept. 27, two
short plays by Marsha Cash,

Hickman County,
kick
off the
evening. Their
titles are "Home
Sweet
Home"
and "Falling in
Love:
."
Playwright
Michael Cochran,
better known to
Alexander Paducah theatergoers as executive director of Market House
Theatre, has written three short
plays with the title of "Letting Go."
The five short-acts are on the bill
Saturday night, September 27, 7:30
p.m., at the Studio Theatre. 120 So.
2nd Street, next to -Kirchhofrs
Bakery in Paducah.
- Each play will be presented as a
staged reading. actors with scripts in
hand:
Afterwards, audiences are invited
to participate in a discussion about

the play, the characters, the blot, all
the elements that must work together effectively to prepare a play for a
full performance.
Audience feedback is essential to
the process, explained Constance
Alexander, award-winning playwright and artistic director of the
festival. A staged reading is a great
ciPportunity to find out how people
react to the script. There are no
props, costumes, or sets to distract
from the words that propel the plot
and demonstrate the conflict. Over
the years, she continued, we have
found that audiences enjoy sharing
their perceptions about the plays.
Their input is very helpful to playWrightS as They revise and refine
their work.
Founded in 1989, the West
Kentucky Playwrights Festival has
produced about 75 new works for
the stage. Plays that have been presented and critiqued in previous fes-

tivals have received prestigious
grants and awards, and have been
produced at professional, community and university theaters in the
United States and in Europe.
"Playhouse in the Park is proud
to nurture regional playwrights and
regional cooperation through the
West
Kentucky
Playwrights
Festival," declared Jim Booth, board
president of Murray's Playhouse in
the Park. "We are pleased that this
year's festival will take place in
Murray and Paducah, and that the
playwrights represent other counties
in our region. Once again,
Playhouse in the Park is demonstrating its commitment to writers in the
region through the 2003 festival."
Reservations are not needed for
the readings and donations will be
accepted. For more information,
contact Ms. Alexander at(270)7539279 or Michael Cochran at Market
House Theatre,(270)444-6829.

Storytelling festival to be held Sept. 8-13
The 16 annual Storytelling ing more than 3000 students.
Festival, presented by the Paris- Valentine is on the speech and
Henry County Arts Council, is drama faculty at Murray State
scheduled for Sept. 8-13. What University, and is an actor and direcbegan as an evening of ghost stories tor at Murray's Playhouse. in the
in the.City-Cemetery-hasgrown into - Park.------.
a week-long festival that includes
Ross is a featured actor in the
five da-y-s Of schoOl Visits, a PubTic tratitauqtia- series- of the
workshop open to anyone interested Kentucky Humanities Council. Both
in learning-how to become a better -have-been involved in The Parisiesstoryteller, and a three-hour closing tival since its beginning.
event with stories for every member
On Tuesday evening, Sept. 9,
of the family._
there will be a free workshop from
Professional storytellers Bob 7-9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of
Valentine and Steve Ross will visit First Presbyterian Church, 105 S.
all Paris and Henry County. K-8 Market St.. Paris.
,chools during the week, entei4ainThe workshop will focus on

Photo provtded

THE SEASON FOR MUSIC ... Murray Civic Music Association board members Virginia Randolph and Sally Duford
are pictured processing season tickets for mailing. Season MCMA tickets are $40 for adults, $35 for senior citizens and $10 for youth or S90 per family. Tickets enable
MCMA members to attend shows in Murray, Dyersburg
and Union City, Tenn.. and Paducah. Murray's shows
this year include the St. Louis Brass Quintet Oct. 13 at
7:30 p.m.; the Owensboro Symphony Orchestra Dec. 12
at 7:30 p.m.; Jim Walker and Free Flight Feb. 12 at 7:30
p.m.; and Andreas Klein March 2 at 7:30 p.m. For more
information on MCMA, go to www.MCMAweb.org or call
(270) 753-2949.

enhancing one's skills as a story- February 2001, for a Black History
teller, and is recommended for Month program at the Rhea Public
Sunday School and public school Library.
teachers, scouts, and troop leaders.
Admission is $4 for adults,$2 for
Pre-registration is not required.
Students, with preschool children
- The _festival _finale .will be o_n_ admitted _free. Food and beverages
Saturday evening, Sept. 13,6-9 p.m. 4411 be available from Project
on-the-lawn of the historic -Paris- Graduation.
Henry County Heritage Center, 614
For further information, contact
N. Poplar St. In addition to the Paris-Henry County Arts
Valentine and Ross, storyteller and Council,(731)642-3955. The storymusician Marilyn Thornton of telling festival is sponsored by
Nashvillle will be featured. Ms. Security Bank and Trust Company,
Thornton is on the music faculty of BellSouth, Paris-Henry County
Playhouse in the Park is holding
Tennessee State and Trevecca Chamber of Commerce, Peppers auditions for "Frankenste
in" on the
Nazarene universities.
Automotive Group, and Jackson afternoons of Saturday, Sept. 6, and
She last performed in Paris in Clink of Paris.
Sunday, Sept. 7, from 1-3 at the
Playhouse.
Audition material will be provided.
Performance dates are Thursday
Music Group, American Son
To further enhance the backstage through Saturday. Oct. 23-Nov.
1. In
Records and Reborn Records. He experience, audience members will
addition to the evening performancspent 15 years touring and recording make use of stage doors and dresses, there are two Saturday matinees
with Lee Greenwood.
ing rooms normally reserved for cast and one Sunday matinee.
Backstage Pass will put the audi- and crew.
The show will be directed by
ence at tables on stage with the perGeneral admission is $3 and tick- Kelley -Elder,- a nationally
known
formers and coffee and desserts will ets are available at the door only. For
professional actor who most recentbe served.
information, call 270-534-3212.
ly has been. guest director -at

'Frankenstein' auditions to be
held this weekend at Playhouse

Paducah native to perform on Backstage Pass
Paducah Native Eric Homer will
open the acoustic music series
Backstage Pass Sept. 6 at West
Kentucky
Community
and
Technical College. The performance
will begin at 7:30 p.m. on stage in
the WKCTC Fine Arts Center.
Horner will perform both con-

temporary gospel and patriotic originals, accompanied by acoustic guitar. The performance will include
"We Will Stand," Homer's tribute to
9/1 1/01. and current radio favorite,
"She's a Hero and a Woman Too."
He has released four albums and
is signed with Blue Chameleon

Paducah's Market House Theatre.
Playhouse in the Park asks that
you wear comfortable clothing, as
there will be some movement
involved with the audition process.
Rehearsals will be in the evening,
with some Saturday day rehearsals.
Please have as few conflicts as possible.
Roles are available for ages 1860,:with one 9-year-old boy. There
are eight men, three women and one
boy in the show, and a few technical
positions are still available.'
For ifiore information, call the
Playhouse at 759-1752.

IFC14:311:13
CULANTrIC
BEL-AIR SHOPPING

CENTER • MURRAY • 753-8322

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
September 5 & 6 • 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Fresh Whole
BBQ Chicken
ONLY
•

$400ea.

kor

NEW!!!
Boneless Pork
Chop Sandwich

Fresh Pork BBQr
Sandwiches

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
ALWAYS SAVE

SUGAR

98

$2°°ea.

4 lb. bag
limit 2 Pkgs.
Fri. & Sat.
Only

LJ J

Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts

7

SEPTEMBER 5TH & 6TH

$12ca
Rib Eye
Sandwich

Hot &
Tender
Pork BBQ
By The Pound

$5

00

lb.

Hot
Lean &
Meaty

RIBS
$
2
°0ea.
They're Great!

$10
Slab

Hamburgers

2for $1"

BEST CHOICE

MARDI GRAS

ICE CREAM

PAPER TOWELS

Vanilla, Neopolitan or
Chocolate Swirl

10 a.m. til 2 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.

SMOKED SAUSAGE
SANDWICH
1 for $3.00

Fri. & Sat.
Only

5 Quart
Pail

(
- REEN
G

Smoked Turkey
Breast

Grea

CABBAGE

4

Call ahead to assure
arailability.
Fri. & Sat.
Only

411b&

for 1

6 Roll
Bundle

Fri. & Sat.
Only

JUICY SWEET

IN OUR DELI

PEACHES

POTATO SALAD
OR COLE SLAW

-the
zoo

•444:„

6 lb.Avg. Deal/

1500
ea.

388,

$288

Fri. & Sat.

Only

98'

78c
Fri.& Sat.

Lb.

Many, Many More GREAT SPECIALS.

II•

•

7-7:\

'

